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INTRODUCTION

This research design provides a theoretical framework and methodo-

logical strategy for an Intensive cultural resources survey and assess-

ment of approximately 5,300 acres (2,141 ha) for Unicn Electric Company

at the Callaway Nuclear Power Plant Site, Callaway County, Missourt.

This survey will focus on the lands surrounding the plant site which are

managed by the Missouri Department of Conservation and selected direct

impact zones as identified by Union Electric. Archaeological surveys

have been previously conducted (Evans and Ives 1979) of the plant site

and related construction sites. The tract is located approximately 24

mi northeast of Jef ferson City near the village of Steedman on highway

94 (Map 1).

The location and assessment of cultural resources is authorized by

the National ' Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.),

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Executive Order 11593, the

Archaeological and Historical Conservation Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-

291), and the Nuclear Regulatory Commisslon's Regulatory Guide 4.2,

Section 2-6, July 1976.

The primary objectives of this project will be to: conduct an

intensive pedestrian survey of previously unsurveyed areas to locate and

identify cultural rerources, evaluate and assess all cultural resources

based on National Register criteria of significance, and prepare a

cultural resources management plan.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The study area occupies a small portion of the Missouri-2 Watershed

Management Unit (Welchman 1979: Appendix D). This region is physlograph-

Ically diverse, consisting mainly of flat-to.-gently rolling glectated

prairie to the nos-th and heavily dissected narrow valleys and ridges to

the south. The MI :ouri River flows in an eastwardly direction, 5 mi

south of the plant site. The floodplain in this area is 2.4 mi wide

with contour elevations of SD ft bordering the north and south sides of

the river. Logan Creek flows in a southwesterly direction entering into

the Missouri River floodplain, forming the eastern physiograph!c bound-

ary of the plant site. The western boundary is demarcated by Mud Creek,

which flows southeast before entering into the floodplain. State route

"O," a hard-surf ace road running east to west, serves to delimit the

northern boundary of the site (Map 2).

Tococraohv

The Callaway Nuclear Power Plant site area is situated between the

southern border of the Old Plains modified by glaciation (Branson and

Keiler 1950:27) and the northern boundary of the Ozark plateau (ColIler

1955:388). The Old PIsins were f ormed by erosion of a mantle of drif t

and till deposited by the Kansan glacier. In the southern portion of

the Old Plains, gently rolling and hilly topography was created by an'

abundance of rainf all and consequent stream development. The hilly-to-

3
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mountainous topography of the Ozark Platoau developed by erosion of the

Ozark upilft.

The surf ace geology of the area is one of gently rolling upland in

the northern part of the project area that formed a part of an old

__ glacial till plain. Glaciation of this section resulted in relatively

level pl ains. Erosion and downcutting of the Missouri River and its

tributcry streams have deeply dissected the plain in the southern half

of the project area, leaving a nearly isolated plateau of approximately
28 m! . The plateau has a m!ximum olevation of 858 f t asi. The M!sseurt

River has an elevation of approximately 505 f t msl. Topographic rollef

varies more than 200 f t between valleys and ridges. The overall drop

between the crest of the plateau and the Missouri River is approximately

350 ft.

Drainage

Surface drainage follows a general flow pattern from north to

south. Logan Creek to the east and northeast of the site area has

severely downcut the local terrain, forming a fioodplain that is approx-

Imately 1,000 f t wide. This creek extends some 6 mi north of its

confluence with the M'ssouri River.
,

|

| Auxvasse Creek, a major tributary of the Missouri River, is located

about 2 ml west of the site area. This creek drains the western and

northern flanks of the plateau. It is more than 30 mi in length with a

number of large tributary branches.

Mud Croek is a major drainageway to the Missouri River from the

southern and southwestern side of the site area. Intermittent stream

!

1
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branches of this creek have deeply cut into the southern flank of the

platesu, forming steep stream gradients.

The r::gged relief of the southern half of the site area is due to

numerous lateral streams c5 Logan and Auxvasse creeks that have deeply

downcut the plateau. In the nc/thern half of the site area, dissection

of the landscape is not severe. Surfacs drainage in this area le Inter-

copted by Cow Creek, a major tributary of Auxvasse Creek. Gradients

along Intermittent streams flowing into Cow Creek are relatively low.
:

Solis

Soils of the site area vary from fertile bottomlands of the

Missouri River floodplain to less fertile, cherty soils of weathered

Ilmestone bedrock on steep slopes. High plasticity clays are found on

the lower elevations of the plateau, while eroded loess deposits are

found at higher elevations. The Missouri River floodplain is composed

of alluvial deposits containing large amounts of silt and sand. The

steep slopes contain rock debris of various sizes.

There are five major soll groups within the plant site area. These

are the Mexico, Putnam, Monfro, Goss, and Sarpy series (Missouri Depart-

ment of Conservation 1976). The Mexico and Putnam soils have developed

in thin (2.5 to 5.5 f t) loess deposits overlying glacial till with a
r

prairie vegetation cover. Both soils have " clay pans" about 14 to 17 in

below the soll surface (Scrivner et al. 1966:16). During rainy

seasons, the slow permeable subsoils combine with the nearly level

topography to create a soll saturation problem, forming ponds and

shallow muddy areas.

.
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: The Menfro soils are Ilght colored, having developed under a forest.

cover on narrow ridge tops and steep slopes bordering the Missouri

River. These solls are we'' drained and have a high moisture storage

capacity. Their use f itural crops is seriously affacted due to

their location on steep , and erosion of the soll.

Go: s sell s are cha. ..s zed by moderate permeability and rapid

runof f, having formwd f rom neathered, charty Ilmestone. Sarpy soils

occupy the alluvial Missetel River floodplain. These soils are very

fertile and are intensively farmed. The USDA Soll Conservation Service

) estimates that approximately 50% are subject to extreme flooding, 40%
.

are not subject to serious overflow, and 10% are subject to overflow so

frequently that their usefulness is doubtful.
;

Natural Vegetation

Tall grass prairie and oak-hickory forest (Missouri Department of

Conservation 1976) compose the two major vegetation zones of the site

area. The tall grass prairie occupies the high, relatively flat portion
,

; of the plateau. This land is presently being used for agricultural

purposes, but historic records and accounts (Kucera 1961; - Missouri

| Surveys 1816-1817:227-248) Indicate that presettlement climax vegetation
i

was a tall grass prairie dominated by little bluestem, big bluestem, and
!
| Indian grass.

|

| On the ridge tops and slopes to the south, where moisture is gener-
|

ally more available, the dominant vegetation is an oak-hickory f orest,

|

| (Steyermark 1940). Several oak species are present, including white

oak, black oak, and northern red oak. Shagbark Is the major hickory on

the drier areas, while bitternut hickory occupies the moister areas.
i

7
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Wild!Ife

The site area provides suf ficient water, food, and ground cover for

wildi f fe in the vicinity. The predominant game species are white-taIIed

deer, wild turkey, bobwhite quell, cottontall rabbi;, fox and gray

squirrel, and mourning dove. Furbearing animals and/or non-game species

include opossum, long-tailed weasel, raccoon, coyote, striped skunk,

field rodents, pond and predatory birds, amphibians, and reptIIes.

Waterfowl are found along the Missouri River. Rare or endangered spe-

cles of the immediate site area include the bald eagle, ruffed grouse,

osprey, and long-tailed weasel.

Within the project area, the plateau where the plant site is

located is primarily used for cropland and grazing. Approximately 60%

of the land is forested, 20% is in production, and 20% is pasture.

|

.
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FACIL ITIES

American Resources Group, Ltd., is located at 127 North Washington

Street, Carbondale, Illinois. Five thousand ft2 of floor space provide

of fices, an artif act processing and analysis laboratory, and storage

facilities. Complete stenographic, cartographic, and photographic

f acilities are also housed at this location. A library emphasizing

archaeological, historical, and ethnographic aspects of the region com-

piements a growing collection of technical reports. Through an

agreement with Southern Illinois University, the extensive collections

in its Morris Library are readily available.

Logistical support is provided by four late model field vehicles;

field laboratory f acilities; a complement of equipment suited for sur-

voy, testing, and/or excavation; and a computer. Adequate in-houso

storage facilities allow for curation of collections during analysis,

whereas an agreement with the Division of North American' Archaeology,

University of Missouri-Columbia, has been completed (Appendix B).

For this project, the firm's mobile fleid laboratory will be

located on the plant site. This 8 x 16 f t custom mobile laboratory is'

equipped with artif act washing, drying, and processing facilities and

will serve as the field headquarters for the preliminary analysis of

artifacts, the examination and photographing of local collections, and

rol ated research.

9
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PERSONNEL

Today, cultural resources management requires an Interdisciplinary

approach. American Resources Group, Ltd., recognizes this need and

conducts cultural resources surveys and assessments with a qualified

team of specialists, including both field and support personnel.

Although the firm is a new organization, its staf f members have more

than f if ty combined years of research experience. The duties and

responsibilities of key team members follow.

Princleal Investigator: Michael J. McNerney; project administra-

tion, liaison with Union Electric Company and State Historic Fre>9rva-

tion Of f ice.

f,.pcerv f sing Archneof oc f st: Patrick M. Tucker; supervise fleId and

laboratory operations, Interview local collectors, analyze prehistoric

artit ects, prepere prehistoric archaeological sections of the finsi

report.

H I s tor i an/H I stor I e Arch aeo l og I s t: Edward M. Morin, conduct his-

torical research, Interview local residents, review property abstracts,

prepare historical and historic, archaeo'ogical sections of final report.

Architectural Historian: R. Gail Whites complete historic arch!-

tectural survery of tract, prepare site survey forms, prepare architec-

tural history section of final report.

Data Processing /Comnuter Aeolications: R. David Hoxler data proc-

essing, computer and statistical applications.

10
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Graohics Soec i a l i s t: Mark E. Phillips; prepare charts, graphs, '

photographic plates, and illustrations.

Archaeological Technletars: the field party will consist of four

archaeological technicians and one laboratory technician. The team

members are: Johanna Blank, Gwen Holder, Thomas Holland, Jack Ray, and

Patrick Trader.

Consulting Geoloalst: Dr. George Fraunfolter; using existing pub-

lished data combined with a visit to the study area, discuss the

Holocene geomorphology and determine the possibility of buried soll

horizons which may contain prehistoric occupations.

Consulting Archaeologist: Dr. Dale E. Henning; prework meeting,

review and comment on research design, review field work and progress,

review and comment on draf t report.

t

|

|

|

|

|
.

N
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PREHISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT

The following is a brief synopsis of prehistoric cultural periods

cf the Missour!-2 Watershed Management Unit as disclosed by archaeolog-

Ical investigations.

Paleo-Ind f an (12.000-8000 B.C. )

Current evidence Indicates that man arrived in the New World some
15,000 years ago. Most archaeologists believe that bands of Asiatic

hunters traversed what is now the Bering Sea on a land bridge which

connected the two continents during the final stages of the last Ice
Age. These first Americans were hunters of big game animals and prob-

ably wandered here while following herds of the now extinct mammoth.

Artif acts f ound in direct association with these and other extinct
species have established the antiquity of man in the New World. These

early hunters are referred to as Paleo-Indians, and their sites mark the

beginning of a long cultural development which continued until the

arrival of the Europeans.

The Paleo-Indian period is best known from the western United

States where numerous archaeological sites have produced cultural mate-

rial In association with late Pleistocene f auna. These are the well
known Clovis and Folsom compte.ves which are associated with extinct

mammoth and bison. Major Paleo-Indian sites are also known from widely

separated parts of the eastern United States. However, the incidence of

Paleo-Indian artif acts in association with exinct big-game animals is

12
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rare In the East. This raises the possibility of dif f ering cultural

adaptations in the East, possibly due to dif fering environmental and

climatic conditions. Paleontologists and archaeologists working near

Kimmsw ick, Missouri, recently documentad Clovis type projectIIe points

in direct association with the bones of the American mastodon (Fmomut

Americanum) (Graham 1979). This exciting new discovery represents the

most easterly location of Paleo-Indian tools in association with extinct

fauna.

Paleo-Indian peoples probably lived in small bands or f antly units,

pursuing a nomadic existence related to big-game hunting. This high

degree of mobility, combined with low population levels, produced highly

disporsed camp sites with low densities of cultural debris. In central

Missouri, as elsewhere in the Midwest, sites of this period are charac-

terized by scattered finds of fluted and unfluted lanceolate projectile

points. According to Chapman (1975:77), fluted points were found at

the Walter site in northeentral Missouri.

The Archaic period is seen es the initial "settiIng-!n" and adjust-

ment of local populations to their immediate environment. A wide range

of subsistence resources to include hunting of deer and small mammals,

intensive collecting of floral and aquatic species, and the beginnings

of plant domestication were exploited although tempcral variations were

certainly evident f or the Archaic as a whole. Such regionalization

tends to culminate in its fullest development during Late Woodland and

Mississippian times.

,

13
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EarIv ArchaIe (8000-5000 B.C.)

With the glacial recession some 10,000 years ago and the disoppear-

ance of the big-game animals previously exploited, man shif ted his

economic pursuits in response to changing environments. These cultural

adaptations ushered in the Archaic period. Diversification of

subsistence activities expanded to include trapping of small-game

animals and collecting cf nuts, berries, ;eeds, fruits, and shellfish.

Early Archaic peoples began to exploit a greater verlety of ecological

nichos, using base camps as a point to which to return from hunting-
9

gathering excursions. Social units were small and probably organized

into extended f amilies as with the Paleo-Indian peoples.

The Dalton complex (8000-7000 B.C.) was a transitional Late Paleo -
'

Early Archaic cultural manifestation. Lanceolate projectile point forms

and specialized tool kits reflect the Paleo-Indian origins of this
..

complex; how ever, subsistence activities are clearly Early Archaic in

emphasis. Chapman (1975) presents the Dalton complex as a separate

temporal and cultural unit; however, the present research will consider

Dalton as simply a distinguishable Early Archa!c phase. Along the Ozark

border in northeast Arkansas, Dalton occupations were situated in terri-

tories that cross-cut major physiographic and resource zones irrespec-

tive of drainage boundaries (Price and Krakker 1975:35; Schiffer

! 1974:220-244). The Dalton complex is represented in eastcentral

| Missouri in the lowest levels of Graham Cave (Klippel 1971), at Arnold
|

Research Cave (23CY64) (Shippee 1966), several open sites in the

Columbia area (Schmits and Wright 1981), and along the Loutre River area
<

(Haas 1978).

|

14
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Middle Archale (5000-3000 B.C.)

About 8000 B.C., elImatic changes in the f orm of reduced rainf all

started a trend toward drier environments and the expansion of

grasslands (Klippel 1971). Middle Archaic peoples responded to these

changing conditions by exploiting a wide range of food resources

(Chapman 1975:158-183).

Stone tool assemblages and lithic technologies changed from the

earlier periods with the introduction of the f ull-grooved ground stone

ax, side-nofched and stemmed projectile points which frequently show

evidence of thermal alteration, and milling stones. Middle Archaic

occupations are represented at Graham Cave (Kilppel 1971), Arnold

Research Cave (Shippee 1966), and the Loutre River area (Haas 1978).

Late Archaic (3000-1000 B.C.)

By about 3000 B.C., the climate began to change toward mors moist

conditions, a trend which has continued to the present (Klippel 1971).

The effect of this trend appears to be a reduction of grasslands and an

expension of forest environments in eastcentral Missouri. . Late Archaic

peoples responded to these environmental shifts by expanding into pre-

vlously unexploited environmental zones, util!aing a wide range of wild

plant and animal products. Tool assemblages again reflect this shift

and include an apparent increase in manos, grinding slabs, mortars,

pestles, and digging implements suggesting an increased use of wild

plant foods. Cultigens have been reported at the Phillips Spring site

and dated to 4280 B.P. (Chomko 1978:251), suggesting that Late Archaic

populations were experimenting with squash (cucurbita neno) and wild

sunf lower (comoositae).

15
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' Site densities increase and are f ound in a variety of locations.

Ridge and hill top locations are common and of ten contain hammerstones,

drills, gouges, and woodworking tools. Occupations of this period are

represented throughout eastcentral Missouri as reported by Chapman

(1975), Haas (1978), and K!Ippel (1971). The best known complex of this

period is the Sedalla phase which is represented at the Geiger, Booth,

and Gronefeld sites (Chapman 1975:203) in eastern Missouri. The Booth

site also produced Ettey type projectIIe points (Klippel, 1969). If we

consider the Nebo Hill, Sedalla, and Etiey complexes, it would appear

that there is considerable cultural diversity during Late Archaic times,

possibly more than is 'vident at the present time.

Ear-Iv Woodl and

Early Woodland cultural processes and adaptations are not clearly

defined in eastcentral Missouri at this ' time. Here, as in other parts

of the Midwest, Midsouth, and East, the first appearance of pottery

generally marks the beginning of the Early Woodland period. Of ten this

pottery accompanies a Late Archaic tool assemblage. Also, sites f rom

this time period of ten exhibit Middle Woodland traits as well. Thus,

evidenco for the period is blurred by traits of these earlier and later

cultural manifestations. The presence of pottery suggests a more seden-

tary life style and the possiblity of incipient agriculture. The

blending of Late Archaic and Early Woodland cultural traits is clearly

indicated in the Salt River locality of northeastern Missouri. At the

multicomponent Collins site, Klippel (1972:51) reported an early style

of ceramics in association with Late Archaic tools of the Sedalla phase

and a radlocarbon date of 500 B.C. Although the date f alIs wIthin the
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Early Woodland period, the ceramics are not related to known Early

Woodland types (Chapman 1980:15). Haas (1978:165) reports two possible -

Early Woodland sites in the Loutre River area based on contracting

stemmed projectile points.

Middle Woodland (500 B.C.-A.D. 400)
.

Early Woodland cultural patterns began to change, pottery and

artifact styles became more elaborate, stone tool assemblages and lithic

technologies showed greater diversity and sophistication, and the Middle

Woodland period emerged about 500 B.C. Local and regional groups

appeared to be linked by a rich religious and economic exchange system

which Struever (1964:89) has called the Hopewelilan interaction Sphers.

Conical burlai mounds, a tralt that makes its first appearance in Late,

,

Archaic times (Klepinger and Henning 1976:133), were constructed for the

interment of important leaders, and these burials of ten contain rich

grave goods. This practice and the related socioeconomic developments

stimulated an extensive trade in copper from the Lake Superior area;

obsidian f rom the Rocky Mountains; shark's teeth, conch shells, and

pearls from the Gulf coast; and high quality chert from various parts of

the Midwest.

Maize is known from the period, but there !S IIttle evidence to

support extensive cultivation of this domesticate which was to prove so

important in later times. Subsistence still seems dependent upon Inten-

sive wild plant food harvesting and hunting.

In central Missouri, the period is best known from sites near the

junction af the Grand and Missouri rivers, Lamine River, and Kansas City

l area (Johnson 1979; Kay 1975,1979). Kay suggests a nodal settlement

17
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pattern with a village center and less complex satellite communities

surrounding the center. Haas (1978) reports several Middle Woodland

sites in the Loutre River area, and site 23CY20 at the Callaway Nuclear

Power Plant site contains a Middle Woodland component (Evans and Ives

1979). To the east, in the St. Louis area, the Middle Woodland

component at the Creve Coeur site (Chapman 1980:47-52) exhibits simila-

rities to the Havana Hopewell in Illinois.

t_ ate WoodIand (A.D. 400-900)

Sometime around A.D. 400-500, the socioeconomic and ceremonial ties

which had linked Middle Woodland populations began to wane. For reasons

not f ully understood at this time, Late Woodland peoples developed a

dispensed settlement pattern and began to intensively exploit a wide

variety of environments. Fishing, hunting, and gathering of wild plant

foods provided a oroad economic base. It would seem that population

pressures spurred these in ensive economic activities.

Ceramic decorations became less elaborate, and the emphasis was on

utilitarian forms. The introduction of the bow and arrow, combined with

changing subsistence patterns, produced a marked change in the chipped

stone. tool assembiage, most notably smalI side and corner-notched

projectile points,

in eastcentral and northeast Missouri, this period is represented
,

by the Boone phase and Ralls phase (Chapman 1948,1980; Denny 1964).

Stone filled, stone chambered, and earthen burial mounds occupying

prominent bluf f tops along major rivers and streams are characteristic

of these complexes. Villages and camp sites are of ten located on

terraces and ridges near streams. There is also abundant evidence for

18
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the use of rock shelters such as Graham Cave and Arnold Research Cave

during this period (Chapman 1980:121). Late Woodland sites are common

within and surrounding the power plant study area. The Lawrence site,

23CY219, and 23CY74 (Map 2) may represent late Woodland mounds and

villages within the study area.

To the south, various late Woodland r,hases of the Ozark Highlands

have replaced the old taxonomic unit " Highland Aspect" (Chapman

1948:100-110, 1980:100). In the Meramec Valley, the Kimberlin phase

( A.D. 1000-1350) of the Meramec Woodland tradition (Geier 1973:66) shows

extensive overlap along the Northern Ozark border region with the Boone

phase (Denny 1964) to the north and the Lindley phase and Fristoe burial

complex (Wood 1961, 1 % 7) to the southwest in the Pomme de Terre reser-

voir area. Whlie there are marked regional distinctions, there also

appears to be an area of cultural and ecological overlap shared by all

three wi1h the Fristoe Burlai complex being the mortuary component of

the Lindley phase. These phases exist in similar environments sharing

similarities in technology, seasonal subsistence cycles, and slightly

dif ferent variations of mortuary interment centering on the construction

of mounds and cairns. According to Geler (1975), these phases "appar-

ently reflect regional interpretations of similar culture patterns,

coupled with variatien, in the source, duration and effects of contact

w ith external societies" (p. 25). Also it should be noted that these

late Woodland complexes persisted beyond A.D. 900 in parts of Missouri.

HIssissIcolan/Onecta (A.D. 900-15001

Urban centors, centrel plazas, fl at topped pyram ids, f orti f ied

towns, and exotic and sophisticated art forms are archaeological traits

19
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which have become syncnomous with the Mississippian period. - Beginning

about A.D. 900 and continuing until about A.D. 1500, ~ Mississippian

culture flourished throughout the midwestern and southeastern United

States. As in the preceding Middle Woodland period,' regional

expressions of Mississippian culture were linked by an elaborate socio-,

religious system known as the Southeastern Cermonial Complex or the

Southern Cult. We see much of, the same kind of ceremonial elaboration
'as in the eari ter Hopewell f an complexes; but, now, he economic basis

for food surplus and settled village life is clearly evident. Domesti-

cated seeds of corn, beans, and squash are found in most Mississippian

archaeological sites. When we combine this kind of stable economic base

with archaeological evidence in the form of fortified towns, organized

village plans w'Ith rows of houses and open plazas, high status burials
L

with rich grave of ferings, and evidence of long distance trade in exotic

goods, inferences regarding social stratif! cation, chiefdom type

political organization, and organized warf are during Mississippian times

Is on firm theoretical ground.*

Of course, the best known sites of this period are the spectacular

remains of the Cahokia Mound Group in East St. Louis, Illinois, and the

associated satellite villages in the surrounding American Bottom.

Similar mound groups were destroyed in St. l.ouis, Missouri, during the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Mississippian developments in

western Missouri are represented by the Steed-Kisker complex in the

Kansas City area (O'Brien 1978; Wedel 1943). Important to the presenta

study is the absence of major Mississippian towns or hamlets in central

Missouri. Mississippian artif acts are known from rock shelters and a

f ew opan sites in central Missouri and the Ozark highlands, usually

20
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consisting of small amounts of shell tempered pottery and small side-

notched triangular projectile points. Such materials have been reported

f or Boulder Cave (Chapiaan 1948), Merrell Cave (McMillan 1963:25-31), and

Wet Hollow Cave to name a few in the Meramec and Gasconade River

valleys. At Doyle Cave, 23PU40, a Mississippian burial associated with

a shell tempered vessel was excavated (McMillan 1963:77). Shell tem-

pered pottery and small side-notched triangular point f orms are also

common from sites in the Pomme de Terre, Truman, and Stockton reservoir

areas. The "Nemo Complex" (Wood 1961:108) was defined as predating

Steed-Kisker in the Pomme de Terre basin on the basis of cord marked and

smooth shell tempered pottery from Fairfield Mound I, Stratum V, of

Blackwell Cave, and the Mount India and Lytle cairns. Such sparse

remains suggested minor contact and influence of Late Woodland popula-

tions (Schneider 1974:28: Vehik 1978:40-42) with Mississippian societies

near the St. Louis and Kansas City areas.

; Contemporaneous with Mississippian cultural developments in
[

|
Missouri are the well known Oneota cultural manifestations. The complex

has f airly well defined limits on the eastern plains border and over
t

! much of the Prairie Peninsula. Subsistence was based on hunting,

fishing, and gathering and was supplemented by gardening (Henning

1969:3). The artifact assemblage includes shell tempered ceramic

vessels with punctations and parallel incised lines placed on the upper

body. Other tools include small triangular projectile points, bifacial

blades, grooved mauls, abraders, bison scapula hoes, and socketed antler

projectile points. Gibbon (1972:181) suggests that the Oneota lif eway

emerged f rom a Woodland base about A.D. 900 in Wisconsin, participated

21
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In the Mississippian pattern for some time and persisted into the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, being reflected in historic

Winnebago culture (Gibbon 1972:182). Henning (1969:4) also notes the

close relationship of the Oneota archaeological complex with a number of

historic tribal groups including the Ioway, Missouri, and perhaps the

Oto, Kansas, and Osage.

Oneota sites of the Missouri River valley show far ranging external

contacts primarily with Orr phase sites along the upper lowa River

valley and Correctionville-Blue Earth phase sites along the Little Sioux

River in western Iowa (Henning 1970:165). Items indicative of an

extensive prehistoric trade system include catlinite from quarries in

southwest Minnesota, marine shells from the Gulf Coast, turquoise from

the American southwest, and native copper from the Lake Michigan area

from the Utz site. In addition, engraved artif acts containing various

zoomorphic and anthropomorphic motif s of the southeastern ceremonial

complex from Utz (Bray 1963:39-40) suggest diffusion and trade relation-

ships wlih contemporary Mississippian populations near Cahokia during

the Sand Prairie phase (A.D. 1200-1500).

Protohistoric and Historic (A.D. 1500-1832)

In the Missouri River valley near the mouths of the Grand and

Charlton rivers, late prehistoric and protohistoric sites known as

"Oneota" are common. Some of these such as Utz, McRoberts, Plattner,

and Gumbo Point are historic contact sites while Old Fort, Dowell Site

N o.1, Dow el l No. 2, Guthrey, and other smaller Oneota sites lack

European trade goods Indicative of contact. Precontact Oneota sites in

22
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this area date prior to A.D.1683 (Bray 1978:23). A series of radiocar-

bon dates from Utz (Hanning 1 % 9:300-301) established it as a long-term

site with repeated occupations from A. D. 1400-1723 that probably

represented a culture continuum through time.

Plattner has been Identified as the village site occupied by the

Little Osage between A.D. 1727-1777 (Chapman 1959:6) while Gumbo Point

appears to represent the Missouri village visited by Bourgmond in A.D

1714 and between A.D. 1723-1724 (Bray 1978:72). Utz may represent a

Missourl Indian village prior to A.D.1750 (Berry and Chapman 1942).

Numerous eastern and midwestern Indian groups passed through the

lower Missouri region with the westward expansion of the nation. Two

indian tribes were native to Missourl: the Osage and Missouri. The

Kaskaskia, an Illinois tribe, lived occasionally on tno west side of the

Mississippi River. Prior to 1825, the Kickapoo, Delaware, v4 Shawnee

were moved to reservations in the southern part of the state, retaining

them until 1832. The Sauk and Fox, primarily residents of what is now

low a, also hunted and raided in Missouri (Chapman and Chapman 1964:15).

There is ref erence that a band of Miami resided in what is now Saline

County along the Missouri River near the town of Miami (Chapman

1946:15), but ilttle Information is available regarding this occupation.

At the present time, there is no inf ormation on historic Indian

,

groups residing in the Callaway research area. Additional research will
| be conducted on these matters during the course of the project.'

:
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REV IEW 0F ME LITERATURE AND SITE LOCATION PATTERNS
IN THE LOWER MISSOURI RIVER VALLEY

A review of the literature of Missouri archaeology focusing on

settlement-subsistence adaptations Indicated that broad patterns of site

location and distribution may be distinguished for certain temporal

periods. This review is structured along broad temporal units from

Paleo-Indian through Mississippian. The data discussed encompassed

large scale syntheses concerning the state as a whole, surveys of major

drainage areas, published and unpublished report sites and cultural

complexes, and information extracted from site files of the

Archaeological Survey of Missouri.

Obviously, there are " gaps" in the present knowledge of Missourt's

prehistoric past as with any other state. Problems encountered include

the quality and range of Information available, systematic survey and

excavations pertaining to specific areas are either highly. limited or

lacking, and taxonomic designation of cultural units is variable.

Recent large scale survey and mitigation projects, such as the

Cannon Reservoir human ecology project (O'Brien 1977; Warren 1976), have

not been integrated into the discussion concerning site location and

distribution. This project which spans a period of over 20 years, from

1959 to 1981, and consists of 15 volumes plus numerous published

articles is at the present still being evaluated and digested for rele-

vant theoretical implications concerning site location and distribution

w Ith regard to the Union Electric Company survey project. This also
i
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pertains to projects such as the work of Environmental Systems Analysis,

inc., on the Columbia sewer and the Hermann industrial Park projects,

Robert Reeder's work along the Gasconade River, and the Investigaticas

of the University of Missouri at the Columbia sewer project.

As such, this discussion is only meant to portray what past and

present investigators of Missouri's archaeological record consider to be

the " status quo" concerning general patterns of-site location and

distribution within the lower Missouri River drainage basin. It is

selective yet broad enough in scope to de1Imit settiement-subsistence

adaptations that may have potential relevance for ascertaining patterns

of site location and distribution within the proposed Callaway project

area.

Paleo-Indian sites are frequently located on high bluf fs or high

tops along the Missouri and Mississippi rivers near their junction. In

a distributional survey of fluted points (Chapman 1967a, 1 %7b, 1973),

the majority of reported finds came from counties bordering the lower

Missouri River. From Howard and Cooper counties in the west to St.

~

Charles and St. Louis counties in the east, 15 times (Chepman 1975:75)

as many isolated finds were reported for this area than from the rer,t of

Missouri's counties. Although there are problems with this type of

I

j survey (i.e., non-probabilistic sampling, bias towards selective site

locations, etc.), enough information was gathered to suggest this site
l
l location pattern. Camp sites were small as suggested by the Walter site

'

(Biggs et al.1970).

The lower Missouri River valley also yields an abundance of

cultural remains attributable to Archaic occupations Indicating a long

and intensive use of the valley. However, a shif t occurred where a
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broader use was made of the Prairie Peninsula than just along major

river and stream valleys. The prairie forest border was highly variable

through time during the Archaic within the general vicinity of the lower

Missouri River. Temporal fluctuations of the Prairie-Forest tension

zcne have been documented. Both Kilppel (1971:136-139) and McMillan

(1971:177-178) suggested that the local climate was becoming cooler and

moist between 8500-6000 B.C., with the oak-hickory forest advancing

northward into the prairie peninsula. This was followed by a warm and

ciry episode between 6000-3000 B.C. whi ch saw the advance of Prairie

southward into the oak-hickory zone. At this time, the prairie forest

border would have existed within the vicinity of the lower Loutre River

vailey (Klippel 1971:136) and adjacent areas.

A shift in the subsistence base has also been noted for the Archaic

period paralleling these temporal fluctuations of the prairie forest

border. An emphasis on exploiting a subsistence base consisting of a

wide range of large and small mammals became increasingly restricted to

one where there was en emphasis on expi'ol' ting large mammals and

lacustrine resources (Falk 1970:28-30). This shift takes place between

8000-1000 B.C. Falk (1970:12) concluded that climatic fluctuations did

not significantly alter post-Pleistocene faunal and floral assoc!ations,

causing only minor dif ferences in site location and distribution during

the Archaic.

A trend in open habitation site locations away from secondary

tributary valleys in upland areas towards greater utilization of

bottomland locations (Kilppel 1972:58) of major river systems occurred

by Late Archalc-Early Woodland times.
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While settlement location and strategies remained f airly consistent

during the Archaic, Middle Woodland patterns were drastically different |

(Haas 1978:258). Data for Middle Woodland site location are rare in the

lower Missouri River valley. An early stege of Late Woodland Boone

phase development is probably a direct outgrowth of an unrecognized

Hopewellian base (Denny 1964:158-159). This would Indicate that mound

groups were consistently oriented towards high upland bluf f and hill

tops along major river systems and secondary tributary streams during

the Woodland period. Surveys of the lower Osage and central Gasconade

rivers would tend to support this contention. Rock cc ns containing

limestone slab chambers with burials are frequently foun: on the highest

point of escarpment locaticns at the confluence of a smaller tributary

stream with the Gasconade River (McMillan 1963:15). In the lower Osage

River valley, all rock cairns or tumull located were found to be
situated on elevated areas directly over larga escarpments and ridge

spurs at the confluence of two or more streams and on narrow divides

"between two streams (KlIppei 1965:32)

Open habitation sites during the Late Woodland perioif are usually

situated in floodplain environments on knolls, terraces, and terrace

remnants at the Junction of smaller streams and major rivers (KIIppel

1965:32) or at the base of hills and bluff tops paralleling river flood-

plains (McMillan 1963:15) and at the mouth of a hollow or spring.

Unfortunately, little comparable data are of f ered f or Mississip-

plan Oneota sites within the lower Missouri River drainage basin.

Mississippian sites appear to be concentrated in the St. Louis and

Kansas City areas but are apparently lacking in the valley between the

27
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two cities (Henning 1969:97). Most well known and excavated sites are

located within the Charlton River region (Bray 1963; Henning 1970:14).

Site records of the Archaeological Survey of Missouri at Columbia,

as well as the Missourl Office of Historic Preservation, Jef ferson City,

Missouri, were reviewcJ to provide additional Information concerning

site location and distribution within a 10 mi radius of the plant site.

Site Inf ormation was noted as to temporal / cultural af f Illation, site

type, and relevant environmental variables. A total of 114 sites was

recorded. Twenty-nine were assessed a time period with 17 described as

"Woodl and" or "Archalc" with no subsequent inf ormation to f urther

clarify their temporal posit.f on. The remainder included two Paleo-

Indian, one Early Archaic (Delton), one Late Archaic, four Late Wood-

land, two Mississippian, and two historic sites. Middle Archaic, Early

Woodland, and Middle Woodland are conspicuously absent. Site type is

equally difficult to assess. Forty-seven were recorded as habitation

sites (listed either as village or camp sites with no clear distinction .

as to dif ferentiating criteria), 40 as mound groups (usually IIsted as

rock cairns with or without burials), 9 as habitation sites with asso-

clated mound groups, 1 as a specialized activity site, and 17 of

unknown site type af filiation.
t

No clear and consistent association between site type and

environmental variables was established. This is primarily due to a

number of Inconsistencies with site records. The quality of information

on site forms is verlable. Land form, elevation, site size, distance to

nearest water source, and cut tural/ temporal af fIllation are either

lacking or too vague for the most part. Most sites appear to have been

reported by local collectors who provided little Information other than |
1

I
'
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the presence of a site. The majority of mound groups was tentatively

reported as t. ate Woodland rock cairns containing stone chambers with or

w ithout burial s. Presumably, these are representative of the Boone

phase (Denny 1964) which is noted to occur throughout Boone and

surrounding countles. What Inf ormation does exist f or environmment

variables of these mound groups seems to suggest that they are

frequently located on sloping ridge spurs or bluf f tops along the

Missourt River and tributary streams, particularly Auxvasse Creek.

This literature review, focusing on site location patterns,

provides a general framework within which the survey and related

research w ill be conducted. There are several studies presently in

progress in Boone, Gasconade, and Martes counties which will be utilized

as they become available.

-

AM

N
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RESEAROi OBJECTIVES, RESEARCH DESIGN, AND METHODS

Introduction

The following objectives, research design, and methods are based on

and guided by rather diverse yet Interrelated variables which are

inherent to the practice of cultual resources management. These

variable include:

1. Contract requirements and objectives as outlined in Specifica-

tion No. ESD-104 (Appendix A).

,

Topographic and vegetational conditions in the study area.2.
.

3. The level of the proposed ef f ort; in this case, a Phase I

survey and assessment.

4. The { Imits which 1, 2, and 3 above place on field methods and

the types of research questions which can be asked and which might be

answered.

The primary study objectives identified by Union Electric Company

in Specification No. ESD-104 (Appendix A) include:

- 1. Conduct a cultural resources literature and records review of

the residual lands and area surrounding the Callaway Nuclear Power Plant

- Site, Callaway County, Missouri.
'

2. Conduct a cuitural resources survey and assessment of the

residual lands for the purpose of locating and evaluating historic

architectural features, prehistoric archaeological sites, and historic

sites.<
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3. Evaluate all sites located within the study area in order to

substantiate recommendation of potential eligibility (or non-

eIIcibility) for the National Register of Historic Places or recommend

additional testing as a means of determining eligibility.

4. Develop a cultural resources management plan for the project

These general objectives in combination with the specific fleidarea.

and laboratory methods (Appendix A, 5.0) and report content (Appendix A,

6.0c) outlined in the scope of work provide the operational guidelines

for this undertaking. *

Traditional archaeological surveys depended heavily on modern

cultivation to expose archaeological sites. . Of course, this practice
,

produced biased results, Iimited survey coverage, and often tied ffeld

work to the plowing and planting seasons. Today, cul tural resources

surveys and assessments must proceed regardless of vegetative cover,

field conditions, and terrain. Although the residual lands may contain

some plowed fields, most of the ground surf ace will be obscured.
i

|
Therefore, a transect / shovel test (15 x 15 m) Interval strategy must be

Implemented as a means of locating sites. Because of local vegetative,!

topographic, and geological conditions, even this planned interval will

| vary. Adjustments will be made depending upon local conditions,

in keeping with the primary objectives as stated in the scope of

work and the Intent of Union Electric Company, this research ef fort will

focus primarily on the location, assessment, and evaluation of cultural

! resources. The evaluation will be for the determination of eligibility

for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. This type

| of survey ef fort is ref erred to as a Phase I survey by the Missourl

Office of Historic Preservation.

31
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Contract requirements, topographic and vegetational conditions, and

the level (dollars + study cbjectives) of research ef fort have a direct

bearing on the types of anthropological and archaeological research

questions which can be addressed. Archaeology attempts to answer

questions about human adaptations to varying habitats through time.

Cultural and biological adaptations which are susceptible to archaeolog-
_

Ical investigation include: technology, subsistence, settlement

patterns, social organization, ideology, and human biology (Morse et al.

n.d.). Uaderstanding changing environments is a key element in the

investigation of these adaptive strategies, and the study of ecology and

geomorphology also plays a major role in archaeological research today.

From this brief overview, it is clear that there will be a direct

relationship between the types of research problems that can be investi-

gated and the nature, intensity, and duration of any given research

project.. Research questions which are appropriate to a Phase 1 archae-

ological survey relying primarily on shovel testing as a means of data

recovery will be selective. Questions relating to human biology,

ideology, social organization, and subsistence are not appropriate;

hypotheses relating to these areas would not be testable or only

marginally testable in a Phase 1 ef f ort. However, research questions

relating to technology and settlement patterns in relation to the

catural environment could be addressed in the Phase 1 survey. The

research design and problem orientation for this study will pose ques-

t'ons relating to two of mankind's important strategies: technology and

settlement location. If new problems and testable hypotheses become
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apparent durIng the survey, they wIII also be Incorporated into the

research.
,

Pro feet Objectives

Several research objectives are considered here for a Phase i

survey of the Callaway Nuclear Power Plant site area. These objectives

are: ,

1. The evaluation and assessment of all cultural resources based

on National Register criteria of significance.

2. The preparation of a cultural resources management plan.

3. The Investigation of site location and distribution with

respect to environmental features.

The first two objectives are specified by the scope of work. The

third was implemented f or two reasons: first, it was thought that

locational analysis would aid in the development of a management plan by

providing additional data needed to evaluate prehistoric land use

patterns and the impact of modern-day land alteration / modification

activities. Second, correlations between site type and environmental

features would be useful in generating predictive statements concerning

site density. Such information is deemed essential for recommendations

of future work Involving preservation, testing, or mitigation.;

Acercach

A cultural-ecological approach stressing the relationship between a

prehistoric group and its natural environment will be employed in

Implementing the above objectives. A prehistoric group is viewed as a

cultural system consisting of functionally interrelated and

interdependent subsystems or parts (Binford 1965:205-207) that
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articulates wIth its biophysical environment through a highly complex

set of patterned relationships (Struever 1968:135). Change in one

subsys+em may directly precipitate a change in another subsystem or have

the potential for af fecting other aspects of the total cultural system.

Likewise, the biophysical environment within which a cultural system

operates requires adjustments (i.e., adaptations) reflecting particular

modes of behavior or a range of substitutable behavior patterns geared

toward exploitation / procurement of critical resources. It is these

kinds of adaptations that provide a flexible measure of stability in

which to develop potentially higher levels of growth and complexity

through time.

Theoretical Background

The ecotone concept (Odum 1965:278) is particulary useful to an

ecological approach focusing on site location and distribution. The

plant site survey area encompasses approximately 5,300 acres (2,141.ha)

of deciduous forest-tall grass prairie that bordered the Missouri River

prior to Euro-Americam migration and settlement. It is an excellent

example of a marginal transition zone (Collier 1953:9) that possesses a

degree'of regional unity. This zone is 20 ml wide north of 1he Missouri

R!ver and generally parallels the river as it flows from west to east in

central Misscuri. Physiographically, this zone borders the more rugged

Ozark highlands to the south and the dissected till plains to the north.

It is lower in elevetion, less intricately dissected, and wIth slopes

less steep than the Interior highlands; yet it is considerably more -

rolling and hilly than the till plains to the north.

i
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Such a biophysical environment is not uniform with respect to

exploitable resources at any given time or through time. Distribution

and seasonal availability of resources (Flannery 1%8:74) is perhaps the

most crucial - f actor. The diversity and density of blotic communities

within ecotones are usually characterized as being greater within such

transition areas than in the major overlapping communities (e.g.,

Fitting 1966; Gumerman, Weed, and Hanson 1976:5-6; King and Graham

1981:132), producing the " edge of f ect" (Odum 1965:278). Similarly, it

is expected that such a transition zone reflecting greater species

diversity and density will reflect an increased utilization and

occupancy by prehistoric groups, resulting in a greater density and

complexity of sites.

If the assumption that the residuum of material remains of cultural

groups that presently exists within the survey area is the product of a

general hunting and gathering mode of existence, then certain other

observations concerning present-day ethnographic accounts of hunters and

gatherers are appilcable.
.

Societies w ith an extractive (energy capturing) subsistence base

economy normally maintain a " surplus" of f ood within their domain by

consistently keeping themselves below the maximum short-term carrying

capacity of their environment (Birdsell 1968; Casteel 1972). This,

however, is dependent upon the type of extractive technology employed

and the amount of resources available. It is generally conceded that

extractive societies accomplish this "below carrying capacity" ef fect by

regulating the size of their exploited domain or territory and/or

increasing their rollance on gathering when other resource bases f all.

In other words, human exploitation / procurement activities reflect an
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ordered adjustment to the factor of distance based on the principle of

" minimal time expended / maximum return of resources" (Judge 1971).

The distribution and seasonal availability f actor has a direct

ef f ect on the density and yleid of edible resources. If density and

yield are low, the exploited territory will be increased to accommodate

minimal threshold requirements for survival (Hassan 1979:141-142;

W ilmsen 1973:22-25). Likewise, If density and yield are high, the size

of the exploited territory will be decreased to meet critical resource

needs.

Research Strategy

The strategy outlined in this section is directed towards the

implementation of the primary research objective stated previously.

Simply restated, this is to Investigate the relationships between site

location and distribution with respect to microenvironmental resouce

zones contained within the section of prairle/cak-hickory forest that

'

crosscuts the survey area. Correlations between site category and

environmental variables are thought to provide potentially useful Infor-

mation for future Investigations within the survey tract. The advan-

tage to locational analysis is that it can be used Inductively to

generate hypotheses from a set of data with specified geographical and

cultural parameters or deductively to solve specific problems or hypoth-

eses (Trombold 1977:86).

Five procedural states will be followed in achieving this objec-

tive. These are:

1. Strati fication of the prairle-forest ecotone into major

micreenvironmental resource zones.
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2. Selection and definition of variables to be analyzed.

3. Formulation of hypotheses.

4. Conduct of field survey and data collection.

5. Analysis of data and testing of hypotheses.

6. Interpretation and evaluation of results.

Stratification of the Survev Tract

Some explanation in pursuing this line of Inquiry is in order.

Stratification of the pralrle-forest border within the survey tract is

based on the assumption that even within a high density tension area

rescerces are not uniformly distributed. In fact, a casual Inspection

of topographic and vegetational features indicates that the area can be

sirati f ied into f our zones. These are: upland prairle, prairie /cak-

hickory f orest edge, upland oak-hickory f orest, and floodplain. Map 3

and Figure 1 Illustrate these zones with respect to the survey area.

As can be seen from the map, these zones have a general north-south

orientation, progressing from relatively flat upland plains in the

northern portion of the tract through heavily dissected ridges and

narrow valleys containing oak-hickory forest to flat alluvial bottoms of

the Missouri River floodplain. It is also apparent that a hierarchical

scaling of these zones with respect to number and diversity of f aunal

and floral species could be constructed, suggesting differential use and

importance to past prehistoric groups. A preliminary assessment of

government land of fice records, coupled with existing published data

(Howell and Kucera 1956; Kucera 1961; McComb and Loomis 1944; Schwartz

and Schwartz 195% Steyermark 1940, 1963; Wuerscher and Valiumas 1967)

i
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on faunal and floral resources, suggests that these zones may be ranked

in order of resource importance.

A tentative scaling In order of decreasing resource potential would i

.

be: floodplain, dissected upland oak-hickory forest, prairle/cak-hickory

f orest edge, and upland prairie. The floodplain zone contains marsh,

swamp, and small oxbow lakes, resulting from seasonal flooding. This

IacustrIne belt was ideal for a varlety of smalI and Iarge mammals,

waterf owl, f reshwater f ish, and mussels. In addition, this belt Is

bordered on the north by sheer vertical clif f s or bluf f s containing

oak-hickory forest species. A variety of nuts would have been available

during the fall. The upl and oak-hickory forest zone would have

contained a variety of n'uts, seeds, and berries and small and large game

mammal s. Large game animals, such as deer, tend to congregate in this

Interior woodland area during the f all and winter months. Waterfowl and

; f reshwater fish and mussels were probably absent in the research area

owing to the fact that southward flowing streams through deep and narrow
.

|
valleys are generally fast flowing with narrow floodplains. The

prairie /cak-hickory f orest edge is a narrow eastward trending belt of

approximately 1/4 mi in width. This belt would have contained both

prairie and woodland species, of fering a variety of nuts, seeds, and

tubers and primarily small game mammals that f avor open woodland stands

! Interspersed with grassland. The upland prairie was conceivably the
|

least favored zone in terms of resource potential.'

As the research progresses, more detailed consideration of the

kinds and varieties of faunal and floral species available to

prehistoric groups will be developed. Lithic resources will also be

40
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Identified and collected from creek and stream beds as well as from

eroding hill slopes to assess the distribution of loca|i f available

chert materials.

Selection and Definttfon of Variables

Although it is recognized that a number of cultural and ecological

factors in addi tion to resource potential affect the location and

distribution of prehistoric human settlements, it is assumed that:

throughout prehistory archaeological sites were located to
capitalize on the presence of certain discernible features
and resources; examining the Intersection of various environ-
mental variables should therefore provide insights into the
patterning of archaeological site locations (Benchley et al.
1981:3).

The temporal / cultural dimension of sites has been relegated to a

secondary role in f avor of site type (i.e., based on morphological

attributes). This was done for the following reasons. Since the

initial field investigations are restricted to a Phase I survey,

intensive surface reconnaissance, and subsurf ace shovel testing, it is

expected that the quantity, quality, and range of cultural materIn! s

recovered will undoubtedly be highly variable. Sites may range f rom

dense and extensive scatters of cultural debris (primarily lithics) to

sites that are less dense and less extensive, yielding only a fe'w

artif acts per m2 site area inspected. The degree and consistency that I

one can achieve in obtaining temporally diagnostic cultural items (i.e.,

projectile points and ceramics) are also variable from a Phase I survey. i

'

Problems of data quality and recovery also exist for local collections.

Access to, recording, and photograpning private collections are

dependent upon the wishes of the local collector. All collectors are

selective of the artif acts they collect from sites. Some collect only

41
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projectile pcInts, others may collect projr rile points and ceramics,

and still others may collect items that are not particularly diagnostic

temporally.

Another problem with local collections is provenience.. Artifacts

gathered over years of collecting withour detailed notes and records

relating to site location and provenience are limited to the kind of

Information sought in establishing a cultural / chronological f ramework

f or the research domain. Suffice it to say that what temporally

diagnostic artif acts are recovered will be dealt with using the

traditional methods of establishing cultural types and delineating time-

space relationships to existing cultural ccmplexes within the region.

L ikew i se, specific site f unctions (i.e., hunting camps, base camps,

nut processing stations, etc.) are equally difficult to assess for each

habitation and limited activity site based on survey data. This usually

requires test excavations and/or ful1-scale excavations involving faunal

and floral analyses of recovered remains and microscopic examination of

chipped stone tools to determine wear or use patterns. This is not

meant to ignore the use of " Innovative" approaches utilizing tool Index

ratios (e.g., Fish 1978; Taggart 1967) as a reflection of subsistence

activities, only that problems in obtaining adequate lithic samples from

survey data severely Iimit the use and underlying assumptions of this

approach.

What measure, then, can be used to estabiIsh a rough site typology

that is relatively conservative (i.e., requiring a minimal number of

assumptions to be met) and easily verified using survey data? It is

suggested that site categories based on morphological attributes (Wood

42
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1978) can be an ef fective measure of determining site complexity with

regard to implementing the primary research objective under

consideration. The following general categories will be used:

1. Habitation sites -- contain subsurf ace features and cultural

deposits related to seasonal occupation of the site. Organic staining

Indicative of residential structures and task specific activities are

present. Site size is extensive. Density of cultural debris and

diversity of ertifact classes are great.

Limited activity sites - ' ontain no subsurf ace features or2. c

structures nor cultural deposits of substantial integrity related to

seasonal occupation of the site. Organic staining is absent. Site size

is extremely small. Density of cultural debris and diversity of

artifact classes are severely ilmited.

3. Mounds -- are noted to occur wIthin and at the western edge of

the survey area along Auxvasse Creek. Mounds within the lower Missouri

River drainage basin have been described as earth covered circular or

rectangular shaped stone chambers containing burials (Broadhead 1880;

Chapman 1948; Denny 1964; Fowke 1910; Harrington 1938; KlIppei 1965).

Their f unction as burial mounds used to inter and preserve the dead is,

in a sense a highly specialized activity. Although burial mounds do

not directly relate to settlement-subsistence activities, they were once

part of a larger settlement-subsistence system. Hence, a separate

category will be used to refer to these sites.

Two kinds of habitation sites may be defined. These are simply

described as large and small, for the present. A f ull definition of

these categories will be withheld until field investigations can

precisely discern site size, density of cultural debris, and diversity
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of artifact classes. There are no comparable data at hand to establish

m ptforl range and limits for the proposed site categories. Once these

determinations have been made, it is suggested that these categories may

correspond to the types residential base, field camps, and location

types as proposed by Binford (1980:9-12). The utility of the site types

presented above will be evaluated as part of the research and presented

in the final report.

The following envirr mental variables are selected for recording at

site locations and correlation with site categories. The only

considerations involved in the selection of variables pertain to

expedience in recording at "on-site" locations, USGS topographic and

soll survey maps, and later a cross-check of soll types with government

land of fIce survey records. The general usef ulness of these varla5tes

has been estabiIshed by previous locational studies (Brown 1981; Plog

i and Hill 1971:16-20). These are:

1. Land form

a. Terrace
5. Ridge or bluff topr

c. Slop!ng ridge spur
d. Talus slope
e. HIII top
f. Low rise of ground

2. Elevation (msl in ft)

a. 500-550
b. 550-600
c. 600-650
d. 650-700
e. 700-750
f. 750-800
g. 800-850
h. 850-900

44
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3. Nearest water source

a. R'ver
b. Perennial stream
c. Intermittent stream
d. River and/or stream confluence

4. Distance to nearest water source (measured in m)

5. Soll type

6. Vegetation / resource zone -

a. Upland prairie
b. Upland oak-hickory forest
c. Prairie-forest edge
d. Floodplain

7. Distance to nearest chert outcrop or exposure

Formulation of Hvootheses

The following hypotheses will be tested during the Phase i survey.

These hypotheses were derived from a general consideration of ecotone

characteristics and hunter-gatherer subsistence / procurement strategies.

Burial mounds, Cie to their highly specialized nature and Indirect

relation to settlement-subsistence theory, are not considered, although

such sites are known to exist v! thin the survey area.

Hypothesis 1: If exploitation and procurement of critical

resources by a prehistoric group =ithin its local environment operated

under the principle of " minimum distance traveled / maximum return of

resources," then a greater density of sites will be f ound in " edge

areas" between major resource zones.

Test Imotications

a. Greater number of large and small habitation sites exists

along bluf f tops and talus slopes bordering the M*srauri River

floodplain and upland oak-hickory forest.

! 45
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b. Greater number of limited activity sites exists in the
*

prairie-f orest edge bordering the upland prairie and upland oak-

hickory forest.

Hypothesis 2: If there is a general correlation between site

complexity and resource potential of a given area, then this should be

reflected as a linear relationship between site categories and resource

zones within the Callaway survey area.

Test imoiIcatIon

a. As distance increases away from the Missouri River flood-

plein zone, large and small habitation sites decrease as ilmited

activity sites increase.

Hypothesis 3: If exploitation and procurement of critical resources

by a prehistoric group within its local environment operated under the

principle of " minimum distance traveled / maximum return of resources,"

the selection and acquisition of suitable raw materials for fabricating

stone tools will favor locally available ilthic resources (localclierts

are assumed to be present) at the expense of exotic or imported lithic

resources.

Test imolications

a. Greater frequency and percentage of local cherts repre-

sented by recovered debitage and tool assemblages.

b. Minimal quantitles of non-local (exotic) cherts may be

1

present in recovered debitage and tool assemblages.

Hypothesis 4: If exploitation and procurement of critical resources

by a prehistoric group within its local environment operated under the

principle of " minimum distance traveled / maximum return of resources,"

46
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then sites representing initial stages of lithic reduction or modifica-

tion of selected raw materials will be located closer to the source

area (s) than sites representing secondary and final stages of IIthic

reduction or modification of selected raw materials.

Test Imol Ications

a. Sites located closer to identified ilthic source areas

should possess a proportionally greater debitage-to-tool ratio
,

(i.e., cores, primary and secondary decortication flakes, and shat-

ter numerically greater than projectile points, scrapers, drills,

interior flakes, pressure flakes, etc.).

b. Sites located f urther away from lithic source areas shou;J

postiess a proportionally lesser debitage-to-tool rati o ( i.e.,

coras, primary and secondary decortication flakes, and shatter

numerically less than projectile points, scrapers, drills, interior i

flakes, pressure flakes, etc.).

c. Distance from and to Iithic source areas plotted by site

location should reflect a continuous " oscillating" trend (i.e.,

decreasing percentage of debitage/ Increasing percentage of tools

and vice versa).

Field Survev. Data Collection. and Recording Technioues
'

The field survey crew will consist of four survey members and one

supervising archaeologist. Systematic transect / interval sampling (Judge

et al.1975:98-103; Lovis 1976:364-371) will be used as the survey

technique. This will consist of transects spaced 15 m apart and shovel

testing at-Intervals of 15 m within each transect. Shovel tests

averaging 15 x 15 cm will be to a depth of 30 cm or into sterile
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' subsoII, adequate enough- to ascertain the presence or absence of

cultural materials. Each shovel test will be caref ully inspected for

cultural materials and evidence of. prehistoric and historic occupation.

When a shovel test produces positive results of cultural debris, the

interval will be reduced to 5 m or less to determine the horizontal and

: vertical limits of the site. At all sites located in floodplain areas

where alluvial deposition may be greater, deeper shovel tests from 50 to

60 cm will be employed.

! In areas where surf ace visib!Ilty is good, such as plowed fields,

diagnostic artif acts occurring on the surf ace will be piece plotted
!

using a sketch map and collected in addition to shovel testing the site,
i

All sites will be recorded on USGS 7.5' topographic maps of the

! Mokane East and Reform quadrangles. Sketch maps will be prepared for

all sites, showing all relevant topograp,hical, drainage, and man-made

features. Trar. sects and shovel tests will also be Indicated on sketch
i

j maps. Black and white photographs, using a 35 mm camera, will be taken

j for each site.

i

| Cu!tural materials will be bagged with provenience information

i

consisting of a field site number, transect letter, interval numt'er, and;

! date of collection on the bag.

Local collectors will be interviewed and private collections

I examined and photographed.

A mobile field laboratory will be stationed just north of the plant ,,

!

! site, serving.ac the f iel d headquarters. This is an 8 x 16 f t custom

built work wagon (trailer), equipped with washing, drying, and,

processing facilities. One full-time laboratory person will be on hand

to wash, dry, sort, and catalog cultural materials recovered from the
,

,
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f iel d survey. Cataloging will be perf ormed using the University of

Missouri-Columbia catalog system. Field records will be completed here

using the site forms of the Archaeological Survey of Missouri.

Analysis of Data

Analysis will focus on determining if there are any correlations

between site categories and environmental variables. The basic question

asked is, "Are there any recurrent environmental f eatures associated

with site location in general?"

Since environmental features involve both discrete (nominal) and

continuous (Interval-ratio) scales of measurement, nominal variables

will be recoded to fit an Interval scale. Nominal varlbles can be

recoded using an interval scale of measurement based on an estimate of

water volume flow (per year) for water source, soil conservation service

land capability rating for soils, and a ratio of species diversity to

population for resource zones.

Correlations between site categories and environmental features '

will be inspected using a multivariate technique of analysis since it is

expected that a number of environmental features will be highly

intercorrelated with regards to site location. Al though the specific

technique has not been selected as yet, it is suggested that f actor

analysis may provide a useful means for examining the interrelatedness

of environmental f eatures. The advantage to f actor analysis (Harmon

1 %7) is that it possesses a data-reduction capability. The technique

enables one to see whether some underlying pattern of relationship

exists by reducing the data to a smaller set of conponents (i.e.,

factors) that may be assessed as " source variables" accounting for

49
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observed correlations in the data. Other-uses of factor analysis
.

Include the testing of hypotheses about the structuring of variables and

as a measuring device (Kim 1975:469).

Factor analysis is generally conducted in three stages:

1. Preparation of a correlation matrix

2. Data reduction

3. Search for simple and Interpretable factors

The fIrst stage involves the calculation of appropriate measures of ~

association between site categories and environmental variables using

the R-factor approach. With R-type factoring, product-moment

correlation coeficients (Pearson's R) are calculated for each pair of

variables measuring the degree of association between each pair.

In the second stage, principal- components analysis reduces the
'

above set of variables into a new set of composite variables (principal

components) that are uncorrelated to each other using the general
!

equation Zj=ajj Fj +. . .+ajn n where each of the observed variables (ajn)F

! Is described linearly in terms of new uncorrelated components (F ). Then
|
! best linear combination of variables that accounts for more variance in

the data than any other linear combination of variables is sought. As

each component is defined, succeeding components represent increasingly

less variance in the equation so that the number of components (factors)

is usually much smaller than the number of variables; thus, the data are

substantially reduced.

The final stage of factor analysis involves the use of an
|
' orthogonal or oblique method of rotating defined f actors so that a final
|

! set of " terminal" f actors is produced. Since one f actor solutica (set
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of terminal factors) may be transformed into another without violating

the basic assumptions or mathematical properties of a given solution,

there may be many equivalent ways to define the underlying pattern of

relationships in the observed data. The achievement of a final factor

solution f or the observed data is the one that is more parsimonious with

the structure of the observed data.

Site categories can also be recoded to reflect site complexity

(e.g., ratto of artif act diversity to site size) or some other logical

construct which can be used as a measure of site complexity. When both

site complexity and resource zones are coded using an interval scale of

measurement, the testing of hypothesis 2 becomes feasible using simple

bivariate regression for which a scattergram can easily be plotted.

This hypothesis is based on the assumption that there is a linear rela-

tionship between site categories and resource zones. Large habitation

sites should be numerically greater within the Missouri River floodplain

zone that is expected to of f er potentially more and diverse f aunal and

floral resources during : particular season of the year than any of the
.

other resource zones. Likewise, smaller habitation sites 5,bould be

numerically greater within the upland oak-hickory forest, anc ilmited.

activity sites should be numerically greater within the uplans prairie

zone.

Evaluation of Results and Intercretations

The evaluation of results and Interpretations with regard to the

problem focused upon in this research design will be directed toward

three crucial points. These are: relevancy of the problem

Investigated, adequacy of design implementation and data collected, and
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results yleided "new Inf ormation" pertinent to the prehistory of the -

local area.

Relevancy refers to the fact that the research problem being inves-

tigated must be appropriate to the level of research effort aimed at Its .

solution and its worthiness of being investigated as a legitimate prob-

lem.

.

.
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HISTORICAL AND HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGICAL
RESEARCH DESIGN

Theoretical Backaround

Settlement archaeology has proven to be a productive tool in

attempting to understand past human behavior and cultural processes.

Redman (1973:11-16) commented on how several kinds of settlement data

bear on a wide variety of problems and questions. The application of

historic settlement pattern concepts to Missouri archaeology are evident

in the work of Price et al. (1975), Price and Price (1978a, 1978b),

O'Brien and Warren (1979), and MIIler (1979).

Position, form, structure, and distribution of human occupation in

relationship to natural and cultural environments are utilized in the

analysis of settlement patterns. It is recognized that analytical

studies within settlement archaeology represent an attempt to identify

and interpret patterns by also examining factors related to settlement

origin, function, and development. Settlement is defined here as "the

geographic and physiographic relationships of a contemporaneous group of

sites within a single culture" (Winters 1969:10).

Two sets of conditions must be taken into account when examining a

settlement, " site" and " situation" (Miller 1979:10). Site

character istics are "the features of the local environment on which

settlements are established and over which they grow" (Eschman and

Marcus 1972:28), while the situation refers "both to the physical condi-

tions relative to the site that extend over a wider area than the actual;
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settlement occupies" (Eschman and Marcus 1972:28). Theref ore, a site ;

may be represented as a structure used f or shelter as well as the

natural resources directly available to the , occupants, while the situa-

tion of the settlement is the total physical environment that interre-

lates with the settlement. When totally examined, these characteristics

of settlement provide the data to aid in recognition of patterns of

regularity and variability. They also assist in developing models to

explain some facets of cultural dynamics.

The geographic relationships characteristic of settlement patterns

refer to those among sites involving man-man relationships.

Physiographic relationships refer to those between " sites and features

of the biophysical environment, such as streams, landforms, vegetation

zones, and solls" (Roper 1979:17-18), the man-land relationships. Which

of these relationships is emphasized will be determined by the

theoretical bias of the Investigator, as sell as the nature of the

problem. This bias will also determine the method used to examine the

relationship and, in turn, will determine the data to be collected and

the techniques used to analyze them. This study will focus upon man-

land (physlographic reistionships), analysis of settlement patterns, and

changing spatial distribution through time.

Obfectives

The general objectives and methods for historical research are

similar to those for the prehistoric survey and assessment. Specific

historical research and historic archaeological survey objectives will

include:
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1. Locate and evaluate historic occupations within the survey

area.

2. Identify historic sites by functional type. Site type designa-

tion can be used as a tool to gain insight into the manne- In which the

survey area was utilized by historic populations, as it is essential in

determining settlement patterns. The model used in this study will be

based upon surface scatter size and shape, in addition to artifact

density and diversity. This scheme w flI be discussed f urther in a

following section.

3. Using spatial and environmental variables, study historic

settlement patterns through time. Similar environmental factors

affected both prehistoric and early historic populations. Such factors

as access to water, arable land, and access to other resource zones were

desired by both populations. Therefore, those factors will be closely

examined as an aid in determining settlement patterns of early historic

populations.

For purposes of this study, a combination of spatial (Hudson 1969)

and physiographic (Smith 1979) models will be considered in determining

the historical settlement pattern of the study area. The model will be

discussed in more detail in a following section.

4. Integrate these historic archaeological and historical research

data using a cultural-historical f ramework. This framework wIll be

utilized to assess and evaluate the historical resources. A brief

summary of this framework wilI be discussed in a following section.
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Historic Site Tveas

The site type model to be used in this study was first developed by
.

Powell et al. (1981:22-31) In the Central Lowland province of southern

lilinois. An attempt was made to prodtce an historic site type model to

aid in the identification of his toric site f unction. Most rural-

historic archaeological sites in the midwestern United States have no

above-ground structural remains and few subsurface features by which to

identify the site. Sites appear as surface scatters of refuse (Merritt

and Butler 1980:1), and few historical documents exist which can be used

to identify the use of the site as a hubitation structure, outbuliding,

or discard area. Site type is dif ficult to identify because ' cultural

features have been continuously altered by natural and. cultural forma-

tion processes since the time they were built in systemic context. The

importance of formation processes upon the quality of site content has

been only ,recently recognized (Schif fer 1976:passimr 1977:13-40).

The site type model to be used in this study had been developed

|
within the framework of site f ormation processes in an attempt to

improve the analytical and Interpretive clarity of both high and low

visibility historic sites.

Site FermatIon Mode |

This model is not designed to examine broad regional settlement

patterns; rather, the purpose is to identify site f unction and intra-

site structural patterns. Evaluation and refinement of the model will

be accomplished by a comparison to the results of the historic

architectural study which will be conducted for this project.

The site type model was specifically designed to be general in
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scope in order to test its applicability in the Midwest. In this

manner, modifications to the model could be more easily made to fit the

characteristics of a particular study area.

Most rural cultural features in the Midwest enter the

archaeological record through four main stages. These stages are:
_

abandonment, scavenging / decay, final destruction / removal, and cut tiva-

tion. When a habitation or outbuilding structure is abandoned, unwanted

and discarded items remain at the site, sometimes in large quantitles.

'Extensive unrecorded observations indicate that a large number of items

are commonly lef t when a site is abandoned. These range in size f rom

very smell items such a buttons, nuts, and bolts to large items such as
,

vehicles and f arm equipment. With the abandonment of a cultural fea-
'

ture, it is subject to scavenging which is an important agent in the

reduction of the number of items remaining on the site. Unrecorded

observations also indicate thrit scavenging usually occurs continually
''

until the site enters the archaeological record. With abandonment, the

| high-profile features (buildings) are no longer maintained by the

| occupants, allowing them to decay. I.ater in the scavenging / decay stage,
1

wcoden strue.tural members have decayed to an extent where salvaging is

no longer desirable.

In the third stage, the structure is finally destroyed and removed

when the Iandowner chooses to use thIs Iand, usual |y f or f arming. In

reducing structural remains, burning, a common method, minimizes the

cost and labor input of removing structures. In later years, heavy

equipment has been used to demolish the structures. The structure may |

be heaped in a pile to be burned, hauled away, or deposited in a nearby ,
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ravine or presently uncultivated area. Thus, sites f rom which struc-

tures have been removed by heavy equipment may vary enormously in the

amounts of material lef t, the shape of the remaining surf ace scatter,

and the degree to which remaining surf ace scatters of a habitation

structure, outbuilding, and trash dump are mixed. All large items which

could damage agricultural equipment, such as portions of a foundation,

are removed. Thus, the site becomes a surf ace scatter of primarily

small broken items.
.

Site Tvoe Model

Many habitation sites can be easily Identified from their surface

scatters; but, because of the formation processes discussed above, many

' sites are of questionable identity. The basis of the scheme presented

below is reminiscent of South's artif act patterns (1977:93-102). Habi-

tation sites have been divided into three groups.

Tvoe A Habitation Site. This type of site functioned as a house in

; systemic context and is usually readily identifiable in the field. The

|
. house was usually of medium to large size and of substantial

construction. The foundation was generally made of sandstone,1Ime-

stone, or brick and was under the entire perimeter of the house. The

structure was made of log, wood f rame, stone, and, sometimes, brick.

Since the structure was of substantial construct!on, it was probably

occupied f or a relatively long period of time and by more than two

people. Outbuildings were numerous, a cistern and/or a well was usually

present, and a basement was common. This type of house was constructed

by people of middle or upper economic status and is typical for the

period between ca. 1850-1930.
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The geographical site which is produced by Type A habitation is

generally located on level to gently sloping terrain, has a surf ace

artif act scatter circular to oval in shape, and is medium to large in

s iz e. Artif act density on a Type A habitation site would range from

medium to high, and artifact diversity would range from medium to high.

Artif acts which would be present on this type of site are nails and

other metal construction materials, brick, sandstone, limestone,

earthenware, stoneware, window glass, bottles, canning jars, pressed

glass containers, metal objects, toys such as marbies, siate penciIs and

boards, pipes, buttons, and various domestic items. Ceramit:s would

always represent a sizable percentage of the total number of artif acts

with a larger percentage of earthenware than stoneware. A relatively

high percentage of earthenware is a good Indicator of a habitation site

in geraral. The quantity and quality of artif acts reflect the economic

status of the site.

Iyne B Habitation Site. In , systemic context, this type of house
'

was smaller and of less substantial construction than a Type A

habitation structure. The f oundation was of ten less substantial than

that of a Type A structure, consisting of stone or brick supports under
,

the four corners and midway along the length of the house. Foundations,

also, could occur under the entire perimeter of the house. The

structure was usually of wood frame construction, rarely made of brick.

A cistern or well was present. The number of occupants and the length

of occupancy was similar to that of the Type A structure. Outbuildings

would be less numerous and of less substantial construction than those
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associated with the Type A structure. This type of house was

constructed by people of low or middle econonic status.

An archaeological site of this type would be located on level or [

gently sloping tstrain but could occupy smaller landforms than the Type

A habitation. The shape of the site would be circular to oval of a

small to medium size. Artif act density would be from low to medium, and

artif act diversity would be small to medium. The types of artif acts

present on this type of site are the same classes as those for the Type

A site but would be fewer in number, of lesser quality, and lower j

diversity than those of a Type A s!te due to a lower economic status of

thw occupants. Objects would tend to be more multif unctional, and

broken items would be repaired more of ten than on Type A sites.

Ceramics would be a higher percentage of the artifact assemblagg but ,

!

the percentage of stoneware, redware, and yellow were would be higher [

| than those for a iype A site due to lower economic status.
|

| Tvoe C Habitation S I te. In systemic context, this site would be
,

| smaller than a Type A or Type B structure and less substantial than Type-
,

!
~

| A, and protably Type B, as this type of structure is of ten constructed j

with little investment of time and money and of ten considered to be j'

!
'

t aiparary until a more spacious and substantial structure could be

afforded.

The structure would usually be supported only on the four corners |
t

and midway along the length by stone blocks, rarely by brick. The [

or.cupants would not necessarily be of low economic status. Occupants of

a high economic status may have brought with ther highly valued items,

especially earthenware, which would be indicative of their economic

status in their former locality. A habitation site of this type would
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produce an archaeological site of small size occupying a level to gently

sloping terrain with low artif act density and diversity and a small

percentage of building materials, earthenware, and glass.

Nenhabitation Site. Nonhabitation structures are of ten called

outbuildings. These types include barns; garages tool sheds chicken,

hog, and otner animal houses; smoke, wash, and milk houses corn cribs

root cellars and outside tollets. These structures were constructed

predominantly of wood with a few constructed of brick. Structural clay

' tile and cement blocks were commonly used in construction af ter ca.

1900. Roofs were of ten covered with tin, and foundations were of ten

noner.I stent. Support on the four corners and midway in the length was

common. Stone or cement foundations appear to increase in occurrence

through time. Floors were usually made of wood or were of bare ground.

The number of gravel or cement floors appears to have increased with

time and higher economic status of the occupants. Outside toilets

always had subsurf ace features, while milk houses occasionally had a

shallow subsurface feature. Other types never had them. Most nonhabi-

tation structures occur relatively close to habitation sites.

The systemic variables for nonhehltation sites produce archaeologi-

cal sites which are small to large in size, situated on level to rela-

tively steep terrain, circular to oval in shape, with a medium to low

artif act density and a medium to low artif act diversity. Some type of

nonhabitation sites such as outside toilets and root cellars are located

near a habitation structure while barns, machine sheds, and animal

shelters are f urther f rom the habitation site. There would be a wide
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*range of combinations of artif act diversity and density among the

various types of outbuildings.

Earthenware, stoneware, glass, and metal objects are present in low

percentage at all of these sites. Stoneware vessels were probably used

for a variety of tasks around these structures and should be more common

than earthenware. Chicken waterers and Jugs were made of stoneware.

Jugs held a variety of 1Iquids from water to oil used in performing

f unctions associated with these structures. Glass bottles and canning-

Jars were of ten used as containers for material other than food at these

structures. Canning Jurs were used for chicken waterers and containers

for small machine parts in garages, tool sheds, and barns. Metal hinges

and possibly window glass are probably the most common structural

remains. Items such as marbles, buttons, pressed glass, and domestic
.

utensils are rare at these sites.i

Dume or Olscard l_ocations. These sites originate strictly for the

purpose of removing.ref use from an area with a high occurrence of

activity, such as habitation sites, to an area with a low occurrence of

activity. These areas generally consist of larger objects such as worn-

out machinery, parts, portions of demolished buildings, and large

household items. Gulleys, ravines, or steep slopes are likely places

f or dumps. Smaller items such as broken ceramics are of ten discarded

|
closer,to the activity area.

The above variables in systemic context produce archaeological

sites small to large in size located on level to steeply sloping

terrain, circular to lenticular and irregular in shape, with a high to

| low artif act density and a medium to low artif act diversity. Small
!

! discard locations can easily be conf used wIth nonhsbitation sites.
|
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Artifacts found at these two types of sites are not necessarily

f unctionally specific to the sites, and the ratio of the types of

artif acts can vary considerably. Thus, the distinction between these

types of sites is at times questionable.

The site type scheme presented above for habitation sites does not

take into consideration the stages of additions and destructions a

building may undergo during its life span. A Type C (homestead) site

may begin as a temporary structure until time and finances allowed for a-

more substantial house to be built or f or the remodeling of and

construction of additions to the existing structure. If the Type C

structure is abandoned and a new structure is built in a dif ferent

location, not disturbing the original homestead, then the Type C struc-

ture has a good chance of being archaeologically identifiable.

The Type C structure is of ten remodeled or expanded by the addition

of rooms. The " growth ** of the Type C structure may transform it into a

Type A or Type B structure and may be occupied for a relatively long

period of time. Cultural transf ormations of a structure during a

lengthy occupation may produce an archaeological site consisting predom-

inantly of cultural material from the later occupation with only a small

percentage representing the earlfer, shorter occupation.

It is hoped that f urther refinement of this preliminary typology

will enable types of habitation sites to be distinguished more "asily.

Historical Settlement Model

in an attempt to critically analyze historic settlement patterns,

various models have been proposed, amoung them Hudson's (1969) and

Sm i th's (1979). Hudson concentrated on spatial and geographical
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variables, while Smith placed emphasis on physiographic variables. For

the purposes of this study, a combination of both approaches will be
,

considered in determining the historical settlement patterns.

Hudson (1969) proposed that rural settlement underwent three stages

in its development: colonization, spreading, and competition. These

three stages have a distinct rel'ationship to space through time. The

selection of a potential living space for a settlement would be

dependent upon environmental variables from which Independent variables

will be selected. This forms'a " niche" which can be mapped in terms of

geographical space, it follows that the niche size will be regulated by

the adaptive fitness of individuals to different environmental restric-
,

tions.

The colonization period is characterized by an expansion into

environments which had previously supported small aboriginal populations

and generally were not intensively utilized by them. The first

individuals will establish the realized niche. Population density will

be low and land holdings small. Hudson suggests that homestead sites

will be spaced independently of one another within this zone.

The second stage of development is termed spreading / budding.

During this period, population and settlements increase. Several

processes were observed. The population expands through reproduction.

The following generation tends to move short distances and establish

homes. An obvious clustering pattern develops. This in-place develop-

ment is referred to as budding. At the same time, immigration occurs,

resulting in " spreading." Hudson noted that by this time in his study

area (mid 1800s) land has been parceled into townships and sections. As
,

|
,
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a result, purchases and, consequently, settlements tend to be spaced

regularly (Hudson 1969:370).

At the onset of the competition period, all available land within

the realized niche wIIl have been purchased, and the f armsteads wIlI be

at their lower operable limits. Two dynamic f actors dominate the

changes in settlement patterns during this period. First is the desire

to increase land holdings in order to maximize economic return from the

farm. The second is fluctuating market prices which force marginal

operations into bankruptcy. As land becomes available, competition

between larger operations is manifested. Some land continues to be made

available due to developing technology, although this happens less

frequently. Acquisition of land must be central to the homestead.

Roads and railroads are an important consideration for transporting

crops to market.

Smith (1979), on the other hand, utilized physiographic variables

in determining the historic settlement pattern. He identified four

major microenvironmental zones that influenced nineteenth century

settlement. These were Identified as (1) Bottom Zone -- fl'oodplain, (2)

Intermediate Zone -- consisting of talus slope, (3) Bluf f Crast Zone --

upland forest, and (4) Upland Prairie Zone -- flat to gently undulating

grasslands. Through archaeological evidence and physiographic

variables, it was demonstrated that the zone providing the optimal

access to this zone because of its access to water,

transportation / communication routes, arable land, and access to the

remaining zones was settled first. The remainder of tne zones were

settled in descending order of physiographic and cultural variables

( i.e., Bluf f Crest, Upland Prairie, and Bottom).
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The environmenial zones within the study area are similar to those

identified by Smith. They are (1) upland prairie -- flat to gently

rolling terrain, (2) upland forest -- dissected ridges and rugged

terrain, and (3) floodplain. All three of these zones correspond to

those of Smith, with no correlation for his intermediate Zone.

Cultural-Historical Framework

A cultural-historical framework developed by Higgins and McNerney

(1980) will be adapted and refined for central Missouri and utilized to

assess and evaluate the historical resourcas. The pertods which will be

used are: Explorer, 1541-1735; Colonial Frontier, 1735-1800; Pioneer,

1800-1860; Early Agricultural, 1860-1900; and Agriculture / industrial,

1900-present. This approach w i l.1 aid in organizing historical

Inf ormation, developing and refining research problems, and Integrating

archaeological data. Of course, a great deal of local and regional

research must be conducted to refine this scheme and to establish its

utility for future research in the study area. Below is a brief summary

of each period. A more detailed account will be presented in the final

report.

Exolorer Period (1541-1735)

This period encompasses the Intrusion into the area by Spanish and

French explorers, missionaries, and f ur traders beginning In 1541. The;

establishment of the first permanent white settlement by the French at

Ste. Genevieve in 1735 marks the end of the period. The cultural

history of native American groups is also included in this period.
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Colonial Frentier Period (1735-1800)

The Colonial Frontier period is characterized by economic

competition and political turmoII. During this time span, the

"Loulslana Territory" passt) from French to Spanish to French and

finally American control.

Ploneer Period (1800-1860)

The Territory of Loulslana underwent many changes in its status

over the next 60 years, one of which was Missouri's entry into the Union

as a state in 1821. Migration of settlers into the area was promoted by

various land distribution acts, reduction of the indian danger,

publicity guaranteeing infinite opportunities, and a lucrative fur

trade.

EarIV Agricultural Period (1860-1900)

Farm operations in Missouri advanced beyond the simple selfsuf fi-

cient pioneer state prior to 1860. Towns tnd villages developing along

strategic transportation rootes became well estabilshed and thrived

economically. The development of the industrial sector toward the end

of the. century also hetped to contribute to urban growth.

Agricultural / Industrial Period (1900-eresent)

This period marks the importance of agriculture and Industry to the

growth of Missouri. Of the early Industrial activities, those that have

remained more important to the Ilvelihood of Missouri are agriculture,

mining, and lumber.
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Data Categer les

The present study will utilize a combination of data categories --

archaeological, documentary, and ecological -- to investigate historic

period sites and to address research problems within the study area. A

breakdown of each category follows:

A. Archaeological
Intensive field survey

B. Documentary
County histories

-

Travel journals
Government land office surveyors' notes and plats
Land records
Agricultural census records
Population census records
Maps and atlases
Historic chronology
Oral history - local informants
Ethnohistory

C. Environmental Data
Soll maps and data
Area geomorphology and hydrology
Vegetation zcnes
Animal population
Government land office records

Data Collection

Survey collection techniques for historic sites within the research

area will follow the same guidelines previously described for

prehistoric sites. In addition, historical documentation will be

utilized along with survey data to provide additional data on historic

sites and settlement patterns. Emphasis will be placed on government

land of fice surveyors' notes and plats, land records, journals, census

records, county histories, and atlases. Interviews will also be

conducted of the past and present residents of the study area.
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typotheses

The following hypotheses will be tested during the Phase 1 survey:

Hypotheses 1: If the spatial and temporal sequence of the post-

Explorer period (1735) settlement was a response to an area's natural

constraints, then settlement of the stratified environmental zones

within the study area will occur in the following order: (1) upland

oak-hickcacy f orest, (2) upland prairie, and (3) floodplain.

Imsi Imolications

a. There will be a high site density of early settlements

within the upland oak-hickory f orest.

b. The upland prairie zone will exhibit the second highest

density of early settlement.

c. The lowest site density of early settlements will be

within the floodplain zone.

Hypothesis 2: During the competition process, if settlement distri-

bution patterns of reasonably high density have subsequently declined,
~ then settlement patterns will be more regular rather than clustering.

Test Imoffcations:

a. Site location will exhibit a regular (non-clustering) pattern.

b. An increase in average size of farms will be seen.

Data compiled f rom the archaeological survey and the historic

documentation of the study area will form the basis for testing both of

the above hypotheses. Test implication 2b will be analyzed solely

through the use of documentary sources (as outlined in Data Collection

section).

.
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Architectural Research Methods

Generst

The research design f or investigating architectural resources in

the Callaway Nuclear Power Plant site area is based on two primary

sactors. First, previous cultural resources studies of the project area

have not included Investigation of architectural features. Thus, no

systematically derived data base for the study area is available for

evaluation. Second, general perceptions of the quantity and nature of

standing structures within the project area were obtained through a

preliminary drive through the study area. These perceptions are useful

in estimating the probability of Identifying potentf ally significant

architectural resources.

Hvoethesis

A cursory examination revealed that approximately 20 sites with

standing structures are located within the project area. These

structures are all rural in setting and represent a variety of domestic,

agricultural, and industrial uses. Structural systems including hewn

horizontal log, wood frame, component steel, and monollthic concrete are

represented. The oldest structures would appear to date from mid to

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Several buildings of

recent origin are also represented.

It is likely that a small percentage of the standing structures

will be of potential local historic or architectural significance. The

data which may be recovered from these structures should contribute to

the general body of knowledge regarding regional architectural

traditions. The limited number of standing structures in the project
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area, combined with the previous losses of other older structures, would

reduce the potential for identifying numerous architectural resources of

significance.

Methodolooy

in order to establish a consistent and thorough approach to identi-

fying and evaluating architectural resources within the area, the

following research methods will be em p l oy ed. Two distinct but

complementary types of Investigation will be used. These are archival

research and physical examination.
.

A review of literature and historical documents dealing with the

study area, Callaway County, and central Missouri will be conducted.

Sources which wIII be cansulted include documentary iIterature (e.g.,

county and local histories) and historical atlases and maps. Inf orma-

tion obtained from these sources will be used to establish an historical

context for understanding regional and ethnographic influences on

regional architecture, as well as temporal periods of regional develop-

ment. For example, trends in immigration to the project area, causes of

settlement and development of the region, and Individuals or groups

involved in this development will likely be reflected in the

architectural traditions of the area.

The Missourt inventory of Historic Sites will be consulted to
.

verify if any sites within the project area have been previously
documented and to cbtain Information egarding previously recorded sites

in the vicinity of the project area. Other cultural resources studies

which are compatible with the cultural and physical settings of the
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Callaway site will be reviewed in order to evaluate the architectural

features of this study in a broader context.

Legal documents and real estate files maintained by Union Electric

Company wIII be consulted for site specific Information. These files

should provide Information pertaining to both standing and destroyed

structures of the project area, which may not be available elsewhere.

The second type of Investigation will be fleid work, including

structural examination and documentation. Two means of documentation

will be used: verbal and graphic.

Because no previous architectural work has been completed in the

project area, an inventory of all standing structures will be conducted.

Each structure will be recorded using the Missouri Historic Inventcry

form, located on USGS 7.5' topographic maps, and photographed. This

will establish a data base for the project area from which to identify

those structures requiring more detailed study and those which are

|
clearly lacking in btstoric/ architectural significance.

!
I interviews will be conducted with Individuals who are f ormer resi-

dents of the project area or knowledgeable of the area's history. This

aspect of the field work will Ilkely be as productive as the archival

research because of the generally poor documentation of rural American

architecture.

Evaluations of potential historic architectural significance for

|
alI standing structures in the CalIaway site wI|| be made after

l
completing both archival research and field work. Those structuresi

lacking potential significance will be Identified as such. Those
,

! resources which are potential!y signifIcant w11I be identifled, and

recommodations will be made for subsequent work which may be required.
I
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QJLTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

flAct Al 'and

: Cultural resources constitute a f ragile, limited, non-renewable

portion of the total environment. Because they are the physical legacy

of man's presence, they are illustrative of the development of modern

society. Cultural resources include: archaeological resources, historic

and historic archaeological resources, and historic architectural

resources. These resources are represented by sites, buildings, dis-

tricts, and objects (Executive Order Counseling .'%res Revised,8/1/74).'

Cultural resources management as it is practiced today is inextri-

cably tied to a body of federal legislation. The Antiquities Act was

passed in 1906 In recognition that cultural resources (archaeological

sites only at that time) required protection from destruction. More

recently, the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act (1969),

the National Historic Preservation Act (1966), and the Archaeological

and Historic Presers ation Act (1974) have greatly expanded the role of

the federal goverament in the area of cultural resources management.

Central to this legislation and cultural resources management are the

concepts of preservation either through data recovery prior to destruc-

tion or protection through avoidance.

Assessing the nature of cultural resources requires special techni-

ques and methods, and these may be thought of as "cuitural resource

management" (King et al.1977:8)- chese authors go on to describe the
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many dimensions of cultural resources management in an entire volume. ' -

Of course, such a discussion is not feasible for the present study, and

the Interested reader can examine this and other simliar studies. For

the present purposes, a summary definition of cultural resources manage-

ment would be helpf ul. Many nonspecialists are required to read and

evaluate reports and to make decisions about cultural resources; these

persons do not have the time nor the inclination to review the growing

body of IIterature on the subject and need a brief idea of the discip-

1 I ne. The fofIowIng definition was formulated for a cuitural resources

overview of the Shawnee National Forest:

Cultural resources management seeks to have control (in
action and use) and to have responsibility for sites, struc-
tures, objects, and districts which are historically, arch!-
tecturally, archaeologically, or culturally significant.
Implementation of such control or responsibility may include
inventory, assessment, recovery, research, protection,
preservation, and enhancement, depending upon Individual
resources and circumstances (McNerney 1978:93).

This definition emphasizes the control of and responsibility for

cultural resources, a situation with which many landowning agencies and

corporations find themselves confronted today. The primary

practitioners of the discipiine are anthropologists, archaeologists

(requires a variety of supporting specialists in the physical and

natural sciences), historians, and architectural historians. Using the

above definition, the management process may be briefly outlined.

The fIrst step of the management process involves inventory and

assessment, that is, the location of the resources on the landscape by a

pedestrian survey and review of previously recorded resources, the

assessment of the significance of the resource, and the assessment of

potential adverse inputs which may threaten the resources. These are
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the major elements ordinarily addressed in a Phase i survey and assess-

ment. A key issue at this step and throughout the management process is

the determination of significance. The initial evaluation of signi-

ficance includes: the collection of artifacts from archaeological sites,

test excavations or soli probings to determine the vertical and

horizontal limits of the property, and the evaluation of architectural,

sites for historic significance.

An opinion regarding the significance of the property is then

of f ered by the Investigator. This opinion is normally based on the

National Register of Historic Places criteria for significance. The

criteria are:

The quality of significance in American history, architecture,
archaeology, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings,

i Integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling and association and:

(1) that are associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or

(2) that are associated with the lives of persons significant in
our past or

(3) that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period,
or method of construction, or that represent the work of a
master, or that possess high artistic values, or that
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack Individual distinction; or

(4) that have yleided, or may be likely to yleid, inf ormation
important in prehistory or history.
(Federal Register 1976:1595).

The Investigator':s opinion regarding eligibility for nominatf or, to

the National Register is then reviewed by the State Historic Preserva-

tion Officer in consultation with the agencies involved. Final determ!-

nation of eligibility rests with the Of fice of Archaeology and Historic

Preservation, a multicomponent of fice within the National Park Service,

the core unit of which is the National Register of Historic Places (King

et<! 1977:88). If the properties do not meet any of the criteria, no
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f urther action is required. If the property is determined eligible,

then appropriate preservation measures are developed.

Following the Identlilcation and assessment phase of the cultural

resources management process, recommendations are of f ered which are

designed to protect and preserve the resource. As indicated earlier,

cultural resources are fragile, ilmited, nonrenewable portions of the

natural and cultural environment; any direct land altering activities

(i.e., roads, reservoirs) or Indirect (i.e., Int:reased public use of an

area containing sites) Impacts threaten the preservation of the site.
'

These potential impacts or adverse of fects are evaluated and appropriate

mitigative alternatives are offered. Mitigation may include avoidance,

data recovery through excavation, or other mea.or of prcservation.

The f oregoing provides a very brief outline of the cultural

resources management process including: a definition of cultural

resources, a summary definition of cultural resources management, a

discussion of significance, and key concepts of cultural resources

management.

Using these key concep ts as a base line,the cultural resources

management pien w!!I be developed for the CalIaway Nuciear Power Piant

Site. This plan will be presented as a separate volume end will include

but not be limited to discussions of the nature of cultural resources,

evaluation of significance, potential direct and Indirec 1mpacts,

mitigation of adverse ef f ects, and alternative recommendations f or

management and preservation.
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LOGISTIC AND PROJECT SCHEDULING

lt is anticipated that the archaeological survey, artifact-

processing, preilminary analysis, local and regional historical

research, and architectural survey will require 15 weeks. An additional

15 weeks of analysis, archaeological and historical research, and report

preparation will be necessary.

As previously mentioned, the field laboratory will be located just

north of the plant site at the Porter Miles residence. The survey party

will reside in Reform throughout the duration of the project. Regular

and frequent communications will be maintained between the principal

Investigatcr and the supervising archaeologist. The principal Investi-

gator will provide Mr. David Wambold of Union Electric Company with a

progress report every two weeks throughout the project, if significant

discoveries are made, Mr. Wambold will be informed immediately. Copies

of progress reports and signifIcant discoveries wiII be releyed to the

State Historic Preservation Office. Figure 2 provides a graphic presen-

tation of the project schedule, along with selected deadlines.

.
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Figure 2

Project Schedule
for a Cultural Resources Survey and Assessment

of the Callaway Nuclear Site
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Specification No. ESD-104

Request For A Proposal To Conduct A
Cultural Resource Survey At The

Callaway Nuclear Power Plant, Callaway County, Missouri -

1.0 Introd uction -

In compliance' with the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966-

(P.L. 89-665), and Executive Order 11593 (Protection and Enhancement

of the Cultural Environment), Union Electric Company (U.E. Co.) is-

soliciting proposals to perform cultural resource investigations at

the Callaway Nuclear Power Plant, Callaway County, Missouri.

hecomplishment of this work will provide documentation evidencing

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission compliance with _the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation regulations, 36CFR800

" Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties" and other applicable

federal and state regulations.

The scope of work for this project includes : (1) an architectural

survey and analysis which evaluates the historic significance of orig-

inal structures on the plant site; (2) an archaeological survey of the

project area; and (3) development of an appropriate management plan

for all cultural resource sites within the project area.

Investigations will be coordinated with the Nuclear Regulatory
,

Commission and the Missouri Department of Natural Pesources , Division

of Parks and Historic Preservation with regard to applicable state and
i

federal guidelines:

2. 0 location and Description of Study Area:

The Callaway Plant is located approximatey 10 miles southeast of
f
'

the City of Fulton in Callaway County, Missouri, and approximately 80

miles west of the St. Louis metropolitan area. The Missouri River
.

O
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flows in an easterly direction approximately 5 miles south of the site

at its closest point. Of the total 7,230 acres owned .by U.E. Co. at

Callaway, the plant site contains approximately 3,188 acres; the plant

site peripheral area occupies 2,040 acres; and the corridor area occu-

pies an additional 2,002 acres. The plant property lines, locations

of physical structures to be surveyed and survey exclusion areas are

shown on the map in Appendix A.

3.0 - Previous Research

Previous research within the Callaway Nuclear Plant project area

was conducted to identify those cultural resources which could be

potentially impacted by plant construction. Those. areas surveyed in-

cluded the plant site power block and lay down area, transmission line

and pipeline corridors and the intake area.

The following reports are the result of previous work funded by

Union Electric Company:

a. 1973 " Initial Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Union

Electric Company Nuclea; Reactor Near Reform, Callaway County,

Missouri." David R. Evans and David J. Ives .

b. 1975 " Proposal for Mitigation of Impact on Archaeological Site

13CY20." David R. Evans.

c. n.d. " Archaeological Site 23CY20: Recommendations." David R.

Evans and David J. Ivec.

d. 1976 National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form,

Union Electric Company Site (23CY20), David J. Ives.

e. 1979 "23CY20 The Preservation Plan for an Archaeological

Site." David R. Evans and David J. Ives.

f. 1978 "A Cultural Resources Survey of the Proposed Union

. Electric Company Electric 3451N Transmission Line

, .. - - , - - - . . . - . .- :.- - . . -. -
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Right-of-Way, Callaway and Montgomery Counties , Missouri."

David R. Evans and David J. Ives.

g. 1979 "A Cultural Resources Survey of the Propcsed Union

Electric Cobp>4y Electric a45 KV Transmission Line Right-of-

Way, Gasconade and Osage Counties , Missouri." David R. Evans

and David J. Ives.
.

h. 1979 "A Cultural Resource Survey of the Proposed Bland
.

Substation Site, Casconade County, Missouri." David R. Evans.

4.0 Scope of Work
b

a. The Scope of Work encompasses an intens'.ve on-the-ground sur-

vey and report evaluation of an area sufficient to determine

the number of resources present, their spatial and temporal

extent and their potential eligibility for the National

b
Register of Historic Places, and the development of an appro-

priate management plan for all- cultural resource sites within

the project area. The Contractor and his staff shall conduct

this study using accepted methodology in accordance wit":. the

Department of Interior's proposed 36 CFR Rart 1210 (formally

36 CFR Part 66) and the Missouri Historic Preservation

Program's " Guidelines for Contract Cultural Resources Survey

Reports and 'rofessional Qualifications" (Appendix B).

b. The Contractor shall be responsible for the preparation of a

report of findings, and for fulfilling the requirements stated
.

in the Scope cf Work and the Missouri Historic Preservation

Program's " Guidelines for Contract Cultural Resources Survey -

Reports and Professional Qualifications."

The Contractor may suggest alternative methodologies in hisc.

,
proposal which deviate from the procedures outlined in 5.0 but

.

O
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are acceptable to U.E. Co. and the Missouri Historic

Preservation Program. If alternative methodologies are pre-

sented, they should be fully detailed and costed separately.

5.0 Study Approach

The Contractor shall investigate sites in accordance with the
.

Scope of k'ork and the Research Design using accepted and appropriate

field and laboratory methods (in accordance with the proposed 36.CFR

Part 1210 and Missouri Historic Preservation Program's " Guidelines for

Contract Cultural Resources Survey Reports and Professional

Qualifications")._ The Contractor will:.

a. Conduct an extensive review of literature, reports , and other

sources of information in the depth required for a comprehen-

sive coverage of the study area and accumulate, develop, and

interpret the acquired scientific and technological data.

b. Review the survey forms for all known local cultural resource

sites and determine their relationship to existing project

. features, i.e., power plant, roads, power lines , public use

areas , leased farming areas, or administration facilities.

c. Review all prevf .us reports concerning cultural resources as-

sociated within or in close proximity to the project area.
1

d. Review records and research pertinent library sources

concerned with cultural resources wi. thin the project bo un-

daries for archaeological, architectural, or historical

information. Consult with the tussouri Historic Preservation

~

Program and other organizations and individuals knowledgeable

of criteria in the general project area.

Af ter completion of literature review and background researche.

and prior to beginning of field investigations , submit a

-
.-- . , , . - -- . -. . .
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Research Design for systematic subsurface evaluation for all

areas , as appropriate, which will optimize the probability of

revaaling the presence of 'any cultural sites or remains. It

is anticipated that a shovel-testing program will be most ef-

; ficacious and cost-effective in locating cultural remains in
4

some areas. However, the Contractor may opt for an augering,
,

coring, or other program, if the proposed methodology is
.

determined . to be equally or more effective and efficient. It

will be necessary to coordinate certain aspects with U.E. Co.

regarding public uses and farming operations. The Research

Design must be approved in writing by Union Electric Company,

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Missouri Historic

Preservation Program and Union Electric Company before field

investigations can begin. Approval coordination will be con-
' ducted by Union Electric Comptny.

f. Conduct an intensive cultural resource survey '(archaeological,

historical and architectural) of the project area shown in

Appendix A. The curvey will include an architectural survey

of eight structures located on plant property. Investigations
,

are to be conducted in a prioritized manner; project area

priorities will be determined af ter award of Contract. Total

area to be surveyed is approximately 7,000 acres , but the num-

ber of acres to be surveyed may be adjusted.

~

g. The Contractor shall also examine all exposed or disturbed

areas for surface remains. If shovel testing is appropriate,

then shovel test intervals shall be no less than 15 meters ex-

! cept in areas where clos &r spacing is required to define site

boundaries or otherwise acquire needed site evaluation
,

I

.

6
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information. Shovel tests should be of sufficient size and

depth to ascertain the presence or absence of cultural

materials. When sites are located, it will be necessary to

adjust the spacing, size and depth of shovel tests to accommo-

date the specifics of each situation and to define the spatial
.

extent of each archaeological site. The following determina-
.

tions are required:
"

.

1) Delineate site boundaries and ascertain oubsurface compo-

nents by limited testing, including shovel testing and/or

core sampling.

2) Collect sample of surface materials at each site.

3) Photograph all phases of field work using black and white

film. Illustrate diagnostic features and ar*.ifacts using

either black and white photography or line drawings.

Photographs are to be adequate]y cataloged and incor-

porated into the permanent records of the site

excavations.

4) Record source of materials and features, including maps

and graphs when applicable.

5) Collect materials for dating when appropriate.

6) Process , catalog and curate all recovered materials.

7) Make identifications of cultural materials to fulfill the

requirements of Research Design and provide a base for

future use by the archaeological profession as data for

research.

8) Pe-form all measurements using the metric system.

h. When cultural materials are discovered, conduct sufficient in-

vestigations to satisfactorily evaluate such sites in terms of

-- _. - - . .=.__ - .. - - , - -.- .? -, - .- - , - - - - - - - .-
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published criteria of eligibility for the National Register of

Historic Places (36 CFR Part 1202, Federal Register, Vol. 45,

No. 75, 16 1.pril 1980). All sites located within the study

area must be fully evaluated and complete documentation

f'urnished in order to substantiate recommendations of eligi-

bility (or non-eligibility) for the National Register. Site

information which must be furnished will include a detailed
.

description of the nature and extent of all deposits , altera-

tions and disturbances, as well as a detailed statement of

s.ignificance if any sites are deemed to meet National Register

criteria. This information shall be used in developing the

management plan.

i. Any, new archaeological sites encountered shall be designated

with site numbers in coordination with the Missouri HPP and

the Archaeological Survey of Missouri ( ASM). For

architectural / historical sites, a Mlssouri HPP Inventory Form

will be completed. Sites found but which are judged non-

significant shall be documented to support that judgement.

6.0 Schedule of Work

a. Contract Schedule.

The Contractor shall diligently pursue the study in a professional

manner to meet the schedule specified below. Prior to initiation

of actual mield work, the Contractor shall submit a Research

Design for review and approval in writing by ' Union Electric

Company, the NRC and the Missouri HPP as stated iu'5.0 (e). He

shall also coordinate field schedules prior to initiation of field

work and, all " field activities during the study with the Union

, Electric cultural resources coordinator. The Contractor shall

s

,-. , . . , ..._._.,.._.m . . _ , _ _ _ _ , _ , , ~ . _ _ _ , _ _ - _ . , , _ , . _ . . . _ , , , , , , , . , , , ,. - ~ , _ , _ . . _ . . . - ,
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prepare the Research Design and make logistical arrangments within

approximately 2 to 3 weeks a 'ter award of 'the contract. The field

survey, where sites are identified (Phase I), should be completed

by the end of the fourth (4th) month. If a need for additional

field work is identified it can be scheduled for later during the

Phase II studies. The Contractor shall complete all work in a

timely manner and in accordance with the schedule of work stated

below.
*

Project Schedule

Phase I-

O Contract award

Wee.k 2 Complete background research

Week 3- Submit Research Design

Week 6 Begin field survey (af ter approval of
Research Design by U.E. Co. , NRC, and Missouri HPP)

'

Month 4 Complete field survey

Month 4-5 Begin analysis, draft outlint and
write-up of data

Month 5 Submit a brief sa= mary of findings and
and detailed outline of report content
and format for review. Prepare Technical
Report including detailed plan.

Month 7 Submit draft report to U.F.. Co. for review

Month 7 Discuss review of the draf t report and
begin to rewrite.

Month 8 Submit final report

Phase Il The scope of Phase Il studies will be
determined from the results of Phase II
studies.

.

.
*

&
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b. Hbetings

1) The Contractor shall review in writing the progress of the

^

work performed every two weeks with the Union Electric

cultural resources coordinator.

2) The contractor shall attend coordination meetings with

U.E. Co. and others as required to include at .least one

during the field season- at his field headquarters and one
.

during the laboratory and analysis . period at his labora-

tory facilities.

3) The Contractor shall attend one meeting with U.E. Co. to

discuss the review of the draf t of the report.

4) Union Electric may require the Contractor to furnish the

services of technically qualified representatives to at-

tend coordination meetings in addition to those specified

above. .

c. Report Content an i Schedule

1) A report of findings sha}l be prepared by the Contractor

and shall conply with the Missouri HPP " Guidelines for

Contract Cultural Resource Survey Reports." The main text

of the report shall be written in a manner understandalle
.

by persons not professionally trained as archaeologists.

Detailed presentation and discussion of data of interest

to the archaeological profession shall.be included in a

second part of the report or as appendices. The report is

intended for use by the non-archaeologist as well as be of

value to the professional. The use of illustrations is

encoura ged.
.

. b
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2) The final report of findings shall be authored by either

the principal investigator or project director. The prin-

cipal investigator is the person responsible for day-to-

day activities including field supervision, analysis of

work, and write-up of the initial draf t of the report. He

shall spend 50 percent field time and 50 percent labora-

tory time which has been allocated to this contract for

these activities. The project director is that person who

oversees and administers the contract and who does the

final editing of the report. The archaeologist

(regardless of title) wkose credentials are used to

justify the assumption of performance of professional work

shall be on-staff and the author or co-author of the
,

report.

3) By the fif th (5th) month of the contract, in the report

writing phase, the Contractor shall provide Union Electric

Company with a brief summary of findings and an outline of

the final report content and format. It is anticipated

that this summary will also be reviewed by the Missouri
.

HPP.

4) The Contractor shall submit a monthly progress report

which is an in.formational guide to how much of the con-

tract has been completed. A detailed sonthly report shall

accompany the progress report which shall contain an up-

to-date account of all field work (including maps) and

laboratory procedures and results. These reports shall be
,

completed and forwarded to the Union Electric cultural

resources coordinator by the 15th day of each month.

.

O
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~5) Twelve (12) copies of a complete draf t of the report - shall

be submitted to Union Electric Company for the purpose of

review within seven (7) months af ter receipt of notice to

proceed. The draf t shall have been edited by the

Contractor for punctuation, spelling, grammatical,

stylistic, and typographical errors.

(a) After a review period of approximately one (1) month,
.

Union Electric Company will return the draf t to the

Contractor.

(b) The Contractor shall then complete necessary

revisions. The report shall be professionally

edited, and submitted within one (1) month after

receipt of the reviewed draf t. The Contractor shall

submit one set of originals and 60 copies of the

final report of findings to Union Electric Company.

The copies shall include all plates , maps , and'

graphics assembled in place.
,

(c) The final originals and two copies of the report

shall be typed double spaced on one side of paper
i with the margins set for reproduction on both sides

! of 8 1/2" x 11" paper. Photographs, plans, maps,
|

.

drawings, and type must be clean and clear.
;

| (d) Materials Not for Release. Materials dealing with,
.

|

exact archeological site locations are considered
|

Confidential and are not to be published or released.
'

Materials which shall accompany the report as an ap-
I

.

pendix but which are not to be included in the report

consist of: -

.

, - . - .
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(1) Six (6) copies of 7.5 minute USGS maps and four -

(4) sets of origiaal Union Electric Real Estate

tract maps indicating exact locations of all ar-

chaeological resources and areas which were

physically surveyed. (If 7.5 minute USGS maps

are not available,15 minute maps shall be

used.)

(2) Table showing the location of each site, site

designation, relation to study features , types

of threats, and recommended actions.,

(3) Photographs of representative cultural resource

sites and collections from this study and all

negatives of photos, if any.

(e) Other Information. Copies of matarials not suitable
.

for publication in the report shall be submitted with

the final draf t. These materials include feature

maps, statistical analysis data (summaries. of sta-
.

tistical data are to be included in the publishable

report), repetitious pbotographs , a complete listing

of all materials recovered, locations where records

are maintained, and other documentation not of in-

terest to most readers of the report. Large masses

of specialized statistical data, such as certain ar-

tifact measurements , shall be presented as an -

appendix. Publication of such bulk statistics in the

report may not be appropriate.

(f) Storage of Materials. Attached to the letter of

transmittal for the final report shall be a listing

,_ _ , . _ , , , , . , _ _ - , , , , . . - - , . ,
_ - _ , , . _ . . ..,_ ~ . . - , ,
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of all cultural materials found during the field

investigations. Collections 'shall be' properly stored

in containers clearly marked. These materials shall

be' stored at a qualified repository within Missouri

mutually agreed upon by the Union Electric, and the

Missouri HPP. If the materials are to be removed
.

from the curatorial facilities, this action must be

approved in writing by the Missouri HPP and Union

Elsetric. A cuculative inventory of all collected

materials shall be submitted with the final report.'

6) Total time for report submitted shall not exceed 8 months-

from the date of receipt of notice to proceed.
,

7.0 Responsibilities of the Contractor and Union Electric

a. Data Availability. Union Electric shall provide the'

Contractor with Real Estate tract mapr, available background informa- ,

tion, remote sensing data reports (if a ty) and correspondence as ..

needed. in addition, Uni ?n Electric will provide support to .the

Contractor regarding suggestions on data sources , format of study

outline and report , and review of study progress.

b. Right-of-Entry and Crop Damages. The Contractor shall have

right-of-entry to all property owned by the Union Electric but access

will be coordinated with Plant Security, the Union Electric Cultural
.

Resource Coordinator and others, when appropriate. Compensation for
*

damages to crops planted on Union Electric property leased to various

individuals shall be the responsibility of the Contractor.

c. Evaluation for National Register. The Contractor chall e ralu-

ate all known archaeological, historic and architectural resources

located within the project area or impacted by the project directly or

.
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indirectly to determine their potential suitability for nomination to

the National Register of Historic Places. The Contrac.cor shall make

recom=end* s ions for Phase Il studies which will include the preserva-

tion, management, and nomination of those sites which appear to

qualify. If potential National Register site (s) exists, the

Contractor may be asked during Phase II to prepare all necessary

Requests for National Register Eligibility Forms and National Register

forms, and submit them to Union Electric for review and processing in

cooperation with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the

Missouri HPP. Af ter the investigations are completed, the Contractor

shall document in writing the condition of the site in accordance with

36 CFR Part 1204.

8.0 Staff and Facility Requirements

a. Project Director and Archaeologist. Minimum qualifications

are set forth in proposed 36 CFR Part 1210 and by the Missouri .

HPP " Guidelines for Contract Cultural Resource Survey

Reports and Professional Qualifications." These indi.viduals

shall be identified in the proposal. Once identified, their

role will not change without written approval from U.E. Co.

b. Consultants. Personnel hired or subcontracted for their spe-

cial knowledge and expertise must carry academic and experien-

tial qualifications in their own fields of competence. These

individuals must be approved by U.E. Co.

c. Equipment and Facilities. The Contractor also must provide or

demonstrate access to:i

1) Adequate permanent office, field, and laboratory equipment

necessary to conduct operations defined in the Scope of

Work.

- ~
. ..
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2) Adequcte laboratory and office space and facilities for. ,

proper . treatment , analysis , and storage of specimens and

records likely - to be obtained from the project. This does

not necessarily include 'such specialized facilities as'

. pollen, geochemical, ' or radiological' laboratories , but,

does include facilities sufficient to properly preserve or

stabilize specimens for any subsequent specialized
.

analysis .

9.0 Cost and Contract Information

The cost estimate data sheet found in Appendix D should be com-

pleted and returned with the proposal. In addition to 'the cost data

shaet it is requested that you submit current billing rates and any

other cost information you feel is appropriate.

It is noted that there may be better and equally acceptable ways .

to conduct part or all of the work outlined in the Scope of Work. . If

i alternative methodologies are presented (See 4.0 c.), they should be

supported with detailed cost information.

:

f-

|

|

i

i
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University of Missouri- Columbia

(
He.om 4 5 Swifiler flatt COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE Telephone
ColuniNa, Mo. 65200 Department of Anthropology 314 332 3273

American Archaeology

August 26,_1981

Mr. Michael J. Mc'lerney
American Resources Group, Ltd.
127 N. Washington
Carbondale, IL 62901

Dear Mike:

Per your request for confinnation on curation of the Callaway
material: we will be happy to curate the artifacts. As agreed,
the cost will be $45./ box.

I hope your project runs smoothly; good luck in the field.

Sincerely,
0:,

fl tgy

Michael J. O'Brien
Director and Assistant

Professor
,

.

,

|
|
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